St. John’s Joins Suzuki’s Blue Dot Movement
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small plates,
fresh mussels & oysters,
draft beer, cocktails
& great company

178 Water Street • 754-1678
tavolaonwater.ca

THE HOPE WALK IN AID OF THE PATHWAYS FOUNDATION
Please join Gemma on her journey of recovery and help all those who suffer in silence.
Presented by the Government of Newfoundland and Labrador

BEGINNING JULY 2, 2015 IN PORT AUX BASQUES ENDING AUGUST 2, 2015 AT THE MOUNT CASHEL MEMORIAL IN ST. JOHN’S

The Hope Walk
is about healing. It’s
about moving out of
a dark time in our
collective past into a
bright hopeful future.
One step at a time.

— GEMMA HICKEY

Want to support Gemma?

Donate at www.pathways-foundation.com
Follow Pathways on Twitter @pathwaysNL
Join The Hope Walk on Facebook
www.facebook.com/events/441476069344061/
#hopewalk2015

1989 was a tough year for Newfoundland and Labrador. It was the year the Mount Cashel scandal
erupted, leaving deep wounds in the province. Countless men and women everywhere still feel the hurt
from wounds caused by various forms of abuse at the hands of clergy and religious institutions as a
whole, especially Canada’s indigenous communities.
Gemma Hickey grew up in St. John’s. She is a widely known activist and advocate for many causes. She
is also a survivor of clergy sexual abuse. Based on her experience and research, in 2013 she founded
Pathways to address the gaps in service for survivors of religious institutional abuse and their families.
In July 2015, she will walk over 900 kilometres across the island of Newfoundland, from Port aux
Basques to the Mount Cashel Memorial in St. John’s, on a journey of healing and hope to raise funds
for Pathways.
Sexual abuse pushed Gemma to her emotional limits. Now she intends to push her physical limits on
The Hope Walk.
Thank you to our sponsors:
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Vacay.ca runs the most comprehensive
annual hunt for the best restaurant in Canada.
In June, they named Raymonds the very best
restaurant in the country ... for the second
year in a row. And it’s the third year in a row
they’ve been in the top 10. Congrats as well to
Mallard Cottage who ranked #7 on this year’s
list. The list is meant to “celebrate Canadian
cuisine, and serve as a definitive dining
resource for people travelling in our country.”
In previous years, the list was created by
counting votes from the general public, while
in 2014 it was created by discourse among
Canada’s finest chefs. In 2015, it was created
by “a roster of Canadian and U.S.-based finedining connoisseurs, leading food and travel
journalists, and industry experts.”
IS COMPOSTING COMING
TO NL IN A BIG WAY?
A recent $160,000 study on provincial
waste detailed how much organic waste –
ie, compostable waste – we’re sending to
the dump with our garbage. The answer?
Roughly 30% of what ends up in a dump
is compostable. The study was step one in
creating a province-wide composting plan, but
Municipal Affairs Minister Keith Hutchings has
revealed that that plan has been bumped back
five years, from 2020 to 2025, on account
of the province’s current financial situation,
and the workload that implementing the
wide-scale composting plan will entail. The
trouble is financial: more that $150 million
has been spent on closing dumps, closing
incinerators, and modernizing landfills. After
another $60-something million is spent
modernizing existing waste management
facilities, the province will focus on its
composting plan. In the interim, smaller-scale

composting projects will continue
to be green lit, and some of these
community-level endeavours have
been proving successful. There are
both financial and environmental perks
to reducing our waste-lines by 30%. Until
there’s a provincial plan in place, individuals
and businesses are encouraged to compost
at home and work. To learn how to do so,
visit MMSB’s website – they offer instruction,
public workshops, school presentations, and
more. Municipalities such as Corner Brook;
Bonavista and surrounding communities;
Happy Valley-Goose Bay; Logy Bay-Middle
Cove-Outer Cove, and Witless Bay currently
avail of MMSB’s backyard bin program.
BEST HEADLINE OF THE SUMMER:
PROVINCE HIRES EXTERNAL
CONSULTANT TO REVIEW PRACTICE
OF HIRING EXTERNAL CONSULTANTS
When auditor general Terry Paddon told the
provincial government that its reliance on
consultants is needlessly and excessively costly,
Premier Paul Davis responded by … wait for it …
hiring a consultant to look into Paddon’s claims.
Amazing. Despite the fact our government
recently created permanent staff positions to
avoid paying millions and millions in fees from
external consultants, the government continues
to pay consultants for work Paddon says inhouse staff are capable of.

ought to reveal things like: a listing of the capital
projects or equipment to be purchased; The
projects ranked in order of preference; The
plan for financing the projects; A timetable
for the construction or completion of the
project; Justification for the project and/or
an explanation of expenses for the project.
Only about 20% of the projects in the plan
have been funded; the city will need to identify
cost-sharing partnerships to green light the
remaining 80%. 78% of our 10-year capital plan
will be allotted to “roads and bridges, water
and sewer,” totalling $805,800,000. This will
include the major overhaul of water and sewer
plumbing beneath Water Street downtown,
starting in 2016. 11% of the 10-year capital plan
will be allotted to Parks & Recreation, totalling
$112,300,000. One of the project appears to
be an ice track at Bowring Park, as well as
upgrades to its poolhouse. There are plans
for Victoria Park revitalization, a “Kenmount
Park” and about 40 million for a “Wedgewood
Recreation Facility.” City Buildings will
receive the third biggest allocation – 9%, or
$88,500,000. This includes 200 million for
secondary treatment facilities at the existing
Riverhead Wastewater Treatment Plant, 63
million for St. John’s Convention Centre, as
well as money for updating some fire stations.
Mayor Dennis O’Keefe says he likes the idea
of “budgeting with a longer-term focus,”
and that he looks forward to hearing from
residents on “their priorities for the next
three-year budget.”

CITY REVEALS ITS
10-YEAR CAPITAL PLAN
St. John’s City Council approved its first ever 10year Capital Plan today. A Capital Improvement
Plan, aka a “CIP,” is a short-range plan of up to
10 years, that is meant to help a municipality
best identify potential capital projects and the
equipment purchases, planning, scheduling,
and financing options required for these plans.
In a nutshell, a CIP allows for a systematic
evaluation of all potential projects in St. John’s,
at the same time, and improves the ability to
consolidate projects to reduce costs. A CIP

ryan.cleary@parl.gc.ca
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The Water Street Re-jig
BY DAVE LANE

Forget Hebron and Muskrat
Falls – there’s a major project
about to happen on the oldest
street in North America.
The Water Street Infrastructure Replacement
Project is currently being planned to rip up and
replace century-old sewer and stormwater
pipes. The prospect of such a huge disruption
has struck fear in retailers and restaurateurs
along the strip, as well as excitement
amongst visionary urban enthusiasts.
As a St. John’s Councillor at Large who
lives and works and plays in the area, and
who champions small business and public
engagement, I’ve made it my mission to
help ensure this project is a success. A
major component of that success will be
communication and coordination. Right now
we’re in the planning phase, and it’s going to
work something like this.

1

Determine What's Down There
Given we’re dealing with literally the
oldest street on the continent, records
are spotty and it’s hard to say exactly what’s
under the pavement. That means digging a
little bit here and there and sending down
some cameras to get a good sense of the
existing infrastructure. It’s important to
note that it’s going to look like the project
has started this summer, because there will
be periods of construction and brief street
closures, but the real disruption actually
starts in Spring 2016.

2

Gather Input and Information
I can’t stress how important it will
be for the city and our consultants
and contractors to actively engage with
businesses and residents on this project. This
isn’t just about how to replace pipes; it’s an
opportunity for unprecedented placemaking.
The consultation process will be robust
and wide-ranging, so it’s important we
have an effective engagement process. Our

staff are currently working on a plan to do
just that. Downtown St. John’s, the area’s
business association, will be a major voice
in this discussion, as will be the Restaurant
Association (RANL) and Destination St.
John’s. And, of course, we would do very
well to ask the public who eat, drink, drive
and walk on Water Street what we should
do to keep people visiting the area while
construction is ongoing (Hint: that’s you!).

3

Create a Detailed Plan
The end result of this first phase will
be a set of “Contract Documents”
which include design drawings, plans for
how to conduct the project, timelines, etc.
In order for the project to be successful,
these documents must be comprehensive in
nature. So, now is the time to gather input for
managing the construction process, and for
discussing what Water Street can look and
feel like after the project is complete.

Province Sadly
Silent about the
Safe Harbour
Outreach
Program
BY CHAD PELLEY

capital city right across
the world. Including

construction site to protect pedestrians; There
will be opportunities for signage, possible
viewing panes, and other uses of the barriers
(did someone say murals?)
As you can see, this is truly an “all hands on
deck” kind of project. The good news is that
the engineers and other consultants working
on this project are very keen to explore the
options for mitigating construction impacts
and envisioning the future of our most
famous street.
So, off we go! What are your hopes, fears
and ideas? Please share them with me at
DaveLaneStJohns.ca/WaterStreet

himself. And
haven’t heard back. They haven’t
received this funding, despite rumours

to ignore there is a sex industry in
St. John’s, the majority of us should
agree we ought to be doing all we
can to keep it above board, safe, and

Whether you frown on it, avail of it, or

exasperated by the fact we have city

anything in between, how we treat each
other is a reflection of our society. And
in St. John’s, we’re not treating our sex
workers with compassion and decency.
This is why NDP Critic for the Status
of Women, Gerry Rogers, has been
begging government to reconsider an

SHOP is the province’s only support

(and encouraged!); Barriers will enclose the

the premier

ours.

(SHOP) to continue its important work.

Ayre’s Cove); Pedestrian traffic will be enabled

including

While some of us will always choose

here is a sense of what you can expect the

run "cove to cove" (e.g., from Baird’s Cove to

Ministers,

trade exists in every

While we are just starting to draft the plans,

take place in sections, which will probably

Women

pot that could’ve been used for this.

the Safe Harbour Outreach Program

and run until October; The construction will

Status of

Whether you
frown on the sex
trade, avail of it, or
anything in between,
how we treat each
other is a reflection
of our society.

Like it or not, the sex

application for funding that would allow

2016, construction will begin around May

to different

there was plenty of money left in a

What to Expect

project to look like: Each year, starting in

this funding,

system for sex workers; it protects
these vulnerable women, and helps
them in many ways, such as connecting

respectable. The situation here is
councillors striving to shut down safe
and respectable “adult parlours,” and a
provincial government not helping the
women that councillors or neighbours
want to cast into the streets.
But that’s a whole other can of worms
to open. Yes, there are houses in St.
John’s were sexy things happen …
and you should want there to be. Not
so you can get your rocks off, but so
that the sex industry will remain safely
inside, not shadily outside.
Not funding such solid programs as

them with non-judgmental supportive

SHOP is a declaration that we don’t

services, safety training, career exit

consider “certain people” aren’t worthy

planning, or referrals to legal help.

of safety and concern and decency. The
sex trade is real, it’s going to happen

In Gerry’s own words, “SHOP often

here, so it’s best we relegate it to legit,

provides life saving work to some of

in-house businesses, and it’s best to

our most vulnerable women, many of

fund well-intentioned, very necessary

whom are young and some of whom are

programs like SHOP. That way this

involved in sex work for survival. It is a

“shady industry” won’t descend to the

comprehensive program … that assists

shadiest depths it can when we turn a

women with health issues, safety

blind eye and cold shoulder towards it.

measures, and advocacy. They also help

We Newfoundlanders do, after all, like

women find education, employment

to claim we’re the friendliest, kindest

opportunities, and housing for those

folks in the country. Our government’s

who want to move out of sex work.”

silence about funding SHOP begs to
differ. Saying NO is fine, if harsh, but

Both SHOP and the St. John’s Status of

not saying anything implies it’s not

Women have submitted applications for

even worth discussing.

Local Perspectives
What Kind of
Province Do We
Want?: MUN-led
conference Begged
the Question
and Explored the
Answer
BY TERRI COLES

Newfoundland and
Labrador is facing what
MUN Harris Centre
executive director Dr. Rob
Greenwood calls “a banner
year.” Greenwood hosted
a public forum titled
“Memorial Presents: What
Kind of Province Do We
Want?” on June 9th.
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professor of economics at the
University of Kentucky.
Diversifying and strengthening our
economy – so it doesn’t rely so much on
oil – is one way to ensure the province’s
fortunes are taken care of, but many
also spoke of the financial burden of our
large public system – and the challenges
that system faces in caring for an aging
population. Some of whom live in rural
areas isolated from essential services.
While much of Newfoundland and
Labrador’s population ages, a significant
portion of the province’s younger
residents are moving away – and of
course, many who left after the collapse
of the fisheries in the 1990s have never
returned. Attracting educated young
people to the province, and ensuring a
solid education for those already here
is important, said Michael Walsh of the
Canadian Federation of Students. He
pointed out that freezing tuition fees is
one way the province has done just that.
“I think that it’s increasingly important
that we continue to invest in education
from cradle to grave,” Walsh said.
Our province experiences what is both

With both a provincial and a federal
election set for this fall, Newfoundlanders
and Labradorians have the chance to
twice use the ballot box to voice our
priorities for the coming years.
At the same time, with low oil prices
and layoffs both here and in Alberta, the
province is facing a financial future that
looks more uncertain than it has for a few
years. It’s perhaps exhausting to once
again consider our future as a province,
but one clear consensus among the
panelists was that that’s preferable to the
alternative of doing nothing.

a challenge and strength: we have

Urveillance

MEMO
To: Steven Blaney Minister of Public Safety and Emergency Preparedness
From: Not My Real Name, Communications Security Establishment
Re: Intelligence Capacity
Recent technological and legislative (thanks for that btw) innovations have greatly
increased the quantity (quality is another discussion) of information we retrieve
from and about Canadians. Not only have we sharply increased online surveillance
through the use of new robots but the drone fleet is now providing real time images
of parts of the country hitherto unseen by CCTV. Unfortunately not only is this
embarrassment of riches exceeding our capacity for analysis (consider the selfies
we must sort through) it is approaching levels that are causing some here at the
Establishment to ask some uncomfortable fundamental questions that are at the
boundary of philosophy and science. In short, and necessarily simplifying, what
kind of problems do we face when, owing to redundant surveillance, there is more
being surveyed than is actually occurring? Some of our team leaders worry that we
may be toying with some fundamental balance in the universe. And while our motto
remains “The Unexamined Life Is Not Worth Living” we are not prepared for Life
2.0, that form of existence larger in its retelling than in itself. Is “the life in eternal
repeats worth watching?” and is there a risk that keeping a record longer than the
event itself might result in a never-ending information loop.
We tried reaching out to those Federal Government scientists better equipped to
answer this mind bender but, as you no doubt know, we can only approach them
through approved Departmental Media Officers. These Media liaisons, most of
whom are onetime journalists, have difficulty conveying such complex questions to
persons in the department who might have a hope of grasping them.

insufficient regional governance for
our hugely involved citizens. “It’s clear
that the places that do well or do best
have very engaged local populations,”
Freshwater said. Bernadette Dwyer, a
Fogo Island councillor, pointed to the
longstanding success of the Fogo Island
Co-op as an example of what can be done
in the province’s rural areas.
And running throughout all of this is
the sense of place deeply ingrained in
Newfoundlanders and Labradorians.

While these are admittedly stopgap, we may have to consider measures to curtail
the activity of the nation at least until we’ve eliminated at least some duplication
of surveillance. The simple fact is if people are doing less we have less activity to
monitor. Plans already exist for a mass distraction event, these might be modified
to confuse the national population so that they collectively have the equivalent of
“a little lie down” or “time out.” We could arrange it so that all NHL playoff games
went into overtime thereby reducing the populace to a state of lethargy approaching
sentience on the days following games or even going so far as to continue the hockey
season into June. While it is drastic we must also consider the termination of house to
house delivery of paper-based mail. So called “snail mail” constitutes an ever smaller
portion of the material we monitor but demands disproportionate surveillance
resource (and the quantity of steam used to open the mail caused a serious mould
problem at our once top secret facility beneath Gander, NL).

Freshwater said he’s seen a similarly
strong attachment to place in both

Newfoundland and Labrador’s economy
has been affected by the downturn in
the oil industry, which has not only hit
our provincial coffers but also affected
the many families across the province
who rely on money made in Alberta’s
oil industry. “In a sense, it’s an even
bigger impact on this province than it is
in Alberta,” said Dr. David Freshwater, a
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Quebec and Kentucky, where he lives
and works.
There was an overall sense that pride,
along with our resilience and our

Thankfully there is currently very little activity of interest in Canada so national
intelligence can cope. Policy makers must be cognizant that if anything significant
ever does happen we are woefully ill prepared to respond.

Please advise.

resource wealth, provide plenty of reason
for optimism. “I am not at all pessimistic
about the future,” said Shannie Duff,
former deputy mayor of St. John’s.

BAY OF EXPLOITS WITH ED RICHE
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DREW BROWN
ON THE FALL
ELECTION
Well, we can all climb down
from the edges of our seats.
The grueling anticipation is
over: the Newfoundland and
Labrador provincial election
has been set for November
30th, 2015.

forthcoming development deal with Statoil
can put him back in the public's good graces.
But even assuming things smooth out in the
oil industry, it's unlikely another triumphant
photo-op on the steps of the St. John's
airport will be enough to turn things around.
But hey! There's always the long shot that
they might finally hire the one consultant
who can dig them out of their grave. Fall
down 106 times and stand up 107, right?
All in all, the odds of the provincial race
diverging much from the prophesied Liberal
win is doubtful. But the intervening federal
election in October could always throw a
wrench in things. What happens federally
trickles back to the province in interesting and
sometimes unpredictable ways.

The Tories' own legislation mandated that it
was supposed to come no later than a year
after they handed Paul Davis the worst job
in the province last September. The Liberals
were certainly eager to hold them to it,
although this probably has more to do with
Dwight Ball chomping at the bit in opposition
than any grand concern for the spirit of the
law. You can't really blame him. By this point
it's received wisdom that people are ready to
hand Ball the keys to the kingdom with almost
no questions asked, which is good because
lately it seems like the more of them he has
to field, the more he goes out of the way to
hang himself. Not that any of this matters,
of course, since fixed date election laws are
really just suggestions in this country (and no
one's going to vote).

For instance, we can no longer take for
granted that Justin Trudeau will come
out of October's federal election as the
prime minister or even as the leader of the
opposition. Between Trudeau's asinine and
miscalculated support for Stephen Harper's
C-51 surveillance fiesta – and the NDP sweep
in Alberta melting everybody's brains – we
appear to actually be looking at a legitimate
three-way race in Ottawa. People seem to be
genuinely warming up to Tom Mulcair and,
more importantly, enough people are starting
to believe he could become prime minister
to actually make it happen. And there's no
reason to think an NDP wave wouldn't ripple
back to give McCurdy a little boost.

At any rate, all of the provincial polling
numbers that have been floating around are
pretty soft. The Liberal enterprise is premised
entirely on getting a small vanguard of
loyalists to corral the people who write long,
angry comments about the government on
VOCM Questions of the Day. Meanwhile, Earle

to spike in popularity this far out from the

McCurdy's latest bump breaks down between

Anyone offering to take out the trash that

people who like that he's “none of the
above” and people who think that

But a lot can happen in four months, and
it’s dangerous for a party leader like Mulcair
vote. Now he has plenty of time to both do
or say something stupid and start drawing

The only numbers you can
really take to the bank is
that people hate the Tories.
Davis is likely hoping that a

BY AMY STOODLEY

“Little boxes on the
hillside, little boxes
all the same…”
A folk song made famous by Pete
Seeger in 1963, protested conformity.
Rules for houses to look the same ripped
communities of their unique identity.
Some residents in an historic fishing
village in St. John’s worry that could
soon happen here.
After a 2-year ban on new construction,
St.John’s City Council will lift a freeze on
development in Quidi Vidi and impose strict
guidelines for new builds. It’s a decision
that angered residents and caused one city
councilor to contact police over harassment
because he supported the regulations at a
council meeting last month.
Old fishing stages, sheds, workshops
and wharves mark Quidi Vidi. A handful
of commercial properties are designed to
retain its historic charm. New regulations
will ensure that any new development fits
in with the look and feel of a traditional
fishing village. But the regulations are
tight and set strict limitations for current
and new property owners.

fire from the Conservative attack ad gunship.
The Liberals, too, just announced an earnest
policy of overhauling the electoral system,
which is admittedly pretty awesome.

Over the years, new builds and renovations
have diverged from the traditional look
and are criticized in the plan for looking
too modern. The new guidelines will force

everything to look ‘in period’ focusing on
simple salt-box-style homes. If council
sticks to the design regulations, future
Quidi Vidi will look much like the old.
New constructions will be pre 1949
Newfoundland domestic style buildings
with a simple rectangular shape and flat or
steep gable roofs.
You won’t see mansions or big office
buildings popping up. Homes are restricted
to 1000 square feet, sheds and stages will
max out at 600 square feet and commercial
properties can be as large as 2000 square
feet. Structures must be in scale and not
stand out from the other buildings. In other
words, they all have to look the same.
Styles have to be simple with few
decorations, no Victorian or Tudor style
houses. So, if you’re looking to build a
large family home with fancy trims and
a manicured lawn, Quidi Vidi is not for
you. Curb appeal is a big part of the plan.
Siding must be wood clapboard, no vinyl
or metal. Only double hung windows will
be allowed and doors must be wood panel
with elaborate trims. And don’t even think
about painting your home a funky colour…
according to the regulations, houses
should all be white and the sheds and
stages, red. Landscaping must be natural
and wild. No pressure treated wood,
shaped trees or formal gardens. Mowing
the lawn is not recommended.
While the regulations are tight for
residential and commercial, it seems the
city is easing up on harbour restrictions.
The area known as the gut will offer
attractions for tourists and residents who
want to walk along the harbour front. The
design includes plans for walking trails,
shopping, crafts, food and beverages.

is first-past-the-post voting is doing the
Lord's work. But it's not clear
that it'll be enough to bring

voting NDP will now get them a
job in Alberta.

A Same Old
New Look for
Quidi Vidi

Plus, just
imagine the on-camera
meltdown that would ensue
if anyone asked Seamus
O'Regan how preferential
balloting works.

Design regulations can be seen here on the city’s website: www.stjohns.ca.

back progressives who are
still pissed off about C-51
– especially given that
promising electoral reform
has been a Dipper staple
for years. Plus, just imagine
the on-camera meltdown

that would ensue if anyone asked Seamus
O'Regan how preferential balloting works
(please somebody make this happen). So
buckle up, folks. The Houses are shuttered for
summer and we're slated for back-to-back
fall elections. Get ready to have your brain

assaulted from all sides, crescendoing in
eight-to-twelve weeks of partisan madness.
The sun may be shining
now, but rest assured my
friends: the long winter of
our discontent is coming.

Local Perspectives

A Summary
of The City’s
3-Year Strategic
Plan to Make
St. John’s
Better
The City’s new Strategic Plan is
a 20-page document meant to act
as a guiding force in creating a
city where future generations
“want to live, work, and
participate.” By its very nature,
it is more flowery prose than
actionable plan.
The over-riding sentiment is this: as St. John’s
grows in population, so too do the demands
of its people. The Strategic Plan is propped up
on six strategic pillars, meant to identify the
priorities that will help council achieve their
vision of the city in the coming years.
Neighbourhoods Build our City
The document notes that “St. John’s is becoming
a more livable city with a range of amenities,
programs, and services that support a healthy
quality of life.” It’s true. But in order to become
a proper, liveable, vibrant city, it needs to focus
on creating self-sufficient neighbourhoods, with
their own personalities. A place like Montreal
or Vancouver is not the homogenous mass of
nothing-but-homes St. John’s is, but rather
a collection of thriving neighbourhoods with
their own restaurants, shops, pubs, and parks
... linked by convenient public transit. Will we
ever get there, as an old non-grid city, with
a lot of demographics exhibiting a “not in my
neighbourhood!” attitude? The city cites the
following, among other steps it will take in this
regard: Improve neighbourhood-level services;
Increase access to range and type of housing;
Develop parks and places for people; Create
neighbourhood-focused plans.
A Culture of Cooperation
The document states, “As the provincial capital,
St. John’s benefits from being part of a national
and increasingly international network of
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cities. St. John’s takes
on additional ownership
and responsibility to
represent not only itself but
also other municipalities in the province on
matters of provincial and national importance.”
Therefore, the Plan acknowledges the need
to improve, among other things, multi-level
government relations and create effective citycommunity collaborations.
A City for All Seasons
Essentially, as a city with a harsh climate, we
can either whine about the long winters and
the foggy summers, or we can embrace these
aspects of place, with things like The Loop at
Bannerman Park. “There are opportunities
to make St. John’s a year-round, livable, and
active city,” the document reads. “Like many
other Canadian and northern cities, we need to
develop innovative approaches to the problems
of the seasons while creating opportunities
and bolstering the City’s ability to attract and
retain residents and businesses.”
Fiscal Responsibility
According to the document, “ Council
recognizes the changing expectations of
citizens” and how “there are increasing
calls to invest in lifestyle amenities that
enhance the livability of St. John’s.” While the
document cautions that such investments
must be made with money they mightn’t
have, they propose several ways to meet
these demands, despite their financial
needs. These include things like public/
private partnerships; Exploring costsharing programs; Advancing a new city-NL
government fiscal framework, and exploring
sponsorship strategies.
Responsive and Progressive
In a nutshell, the document acknowledges
the importance of two-way dialogue between
people and council in creating a progressive
and responsive city. And that a progressive
city is a responsive one, capable of developing
solutions, plans, and programs to build a
better city. The City says its refocused city
administrative structure is “designed to
provide the foundation for a more responsive
and innovative St. John’s.”
Effective Organization
The document reads, “ we will support
a positive, productive, knowledgeable
and engaged workforce that understands
the importance of what is means to be
citizen-focused.”
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Bridie Molloy’s / The Celtic Hearth

Doubly Won The Overcasts’s Poutine Challenge as
Both The Critic’s Pick & the People’s Choice
While the traditional canvas for poutine in St John’s is a well stretched day to night boil, it has now been shown up to snuff outside of binges, hangovers and
festivals. The Five Brothers cheese curds, used in all the poutines of the challenge, were fresh and soft and chewy and a nip squeaky; in other words, just right.

Bridie Molloy’s / Celtic
Hearth WINNER
Irish breakfast poutine with Five Brothers
‘Bergy Bits’ Cheese Curds, bacon,
tomatoes, blood pudding and a sunny
side up egg
EMILY DEMING’S REVIEW
Sometimes you cannot lose banking on
tradition. Poutine’s magic partially derives
from when and how it is consumed.
This gives the 24 hour poutine of the
Celtic Hearth an inherent leg up on the
competition. Their massive Irish breakfast

Chinched

EMILY DEMING’S REVIEW

guacamole and salsa, was equal parts hearty and

Poutine au Têté de Cochon with triple cooked

“The kimchi, duck and spicy (gochujang) mayo

refreshing. Though not as memorable as their

frites, Five Brothers ‘Bergy Bits’ Cheese Curds,

would do well as their own dish. The mayo in

superior burger challenge entry, a fun and well

pork gravy, crispy têté presseé, and pickles.

particular hit the “hot-but-comfortably-savoury”

worthy poutine.

RUNNER UP

note so well it could make raw broccoli a treat.
EMILY DEMING’S REVIEW

But the basic poutine beneath did not match the

Relish

Once again, Chinched gives us a fantastic smaller

promise of the toppings. The gravy was as salty

Jewish Deli Smoked Meat Poutine w/ Five

plate option at the lowest price. Though a smaller

as soy sauce but not applied as sparingly. This

Brothers ‘Bergy Bits’ Cheese Curds, crispy

helping than the others, it is still enough to fill

saltiness kills me about The Club. Sometimes I

onions, and cranberry habanero chutney.

you up. The tete pressee (think of this as chicken

feel like McCrowe is a genius who doesn’t think

fried terrine) makes it a very rich dish, but, as

much of his audience. Like a comedian who

EMILY DEMING’S REVIEW

it is well portioned and prettily cut, it is a crisp

crafts the perfect joke and then ruins it with

“The idea of this poutine took smart advantage

and epicurean richness versus a gluttonous

explanation.”

of a real local ingredient gem. The Jewish Deli’s

one. The gravy was the best of the meat gravies

smoked meat is a boon and it was great to see it

with a lighter colour, higher viscosity, much

The Sprout

championed outside the basic sandwich. This was

lower salt load and more robust flavour than

A base of brown rice and oven roasted home fries,

also one of the prettiest poutines when served.

the others. Finished off with bread and butter

with black beans, peppers, and corn, topped with

But, sadly, it became clear that the ingredients

pickles in a smart bid to add tang without playing

Five Brothers ‘Bergy Bits’ Cheese Curds, herbed

had not been looked after. The lovely cheese curds

or anxiety or regret your stomach may

flavour hard ball, this was the most elegant of

mushroom gravy, and finished off with dollops

were not even melted among the fries; the “crispy

be holding after a night in Sin City and

the poutines and would go perfectly with their

of guacamole and salsa, and a sprinkle of cilantro.

onions” were stale and soft rendering impotent

crushes it with a brunch-y bear hug. The

chipotle infused caesar, though it did not ruin or

egg was cooked to perfection, crisp at

overpower a more delicate champagne based

EMILY DEMING’S REVIEW

out and curled at the edges as if left under a

the white’s edge, soft in the yolk’s centre.

cocktail either. Classy Chinched. Very classy.

“The most seasonally appropriate poutine in

heat lamp. The advertised “cranberry habanero

the challenge. Satisfyingly thick and complex

chutney” was simply absent with a thin, very

poutine takes circumstance and location
into account. With a true generosity of
spirit, the fried egg and black pudding
topping opens its arms to any alcohol

The whole was cohesive with the chopped

their “crispy” status; the smoked meat was dried

tomatoes sharing the work of the gravy

The Club

gravy. This was a creative side-step from the

average, brown sauce in its stead. No coherence;

to keep any bite from dryness. A volcano

Roasted Duck Poutine with Five Brothers ‘Bergy

“brownness” of standard poutine. This was

no melody, no accompanying harmony.

of potato and melted curds getting hotter

Bits’ Cheese Curds, kimchi, gochujang mayo,

a celebration of poutine. A fiesta of comfort

Just a squandering

and more liquid toward the centre. But

bone marrow gravy, spring onions,

food. This large portion with generously piled,

of nice things.

that egg was the king maker.

and sesame.

and texturally bountiful toppings, with sides of

COMMENTS FROM OUR
PUBLIC POUTINE POLL
The Sprout’s all the way. Hearty, hits the spot,
and I’ve had it like 3 times this month. – ERICA

rich taste, and innovative in design and
execution. This poutine is deserving of the
winning title as well as a permanent spot on
The Club's menu. Thank you for the
major yum! – SHARI FITZGERALD

The Club's poutine has been, by far, the best
poutine I have ever tasted. Layered flavours,

Mad respect for Celtic Hearth in how their
poutine stood up to giants like Chinched and

The Club! I think it might be my fave, and
I went in skeptical! – DIANE FRASER
Hi Overcast. Where can I get the smoked
meat that was on this poutine at Relish?
There’s no ‘Jewish Deli’ in the phonebook?
People said to ask Johnathan Richler,
who is that? – DERRICK

In June, Five
Brothers Cheese Asked
Five Local Restaurants
to Spin Their Locally
Made Cheese Curds 5
Different Ways
in a Poutine

Listen, I know the
translation of ‘Têté
de Cochon’ and I ate this
anyway, because Chinched can
do no wrong. They’re the winner of
the poutine challenge, just like they
deservedlywon your last food challenge.
Hands down! - ANON

Food & Drink
SEASONAL RECIPES WITH A LOCAL TWIST
BY MELANY OTIS & ELISABETH LUTHER

Check out an
archive of Melany &
Elisabeth’s Overcast
Recipes at
theovercast.ca
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Summertime
Strawberry
Mojito
Give a twist to the traditional
mojito by adding fresh local
strawberries and wild mint to this

/ THE OVERCAST /
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FINE FOOD FACTORY
HOST A MEMORABLE EVENT!
Exquisite Food with
Creative Presentation, Private
& Corporate Catering
     finefoodfactory.ca

refreshing summertime drink. It
is the perfect drink for a summer
gathering. You can also make an
alcohol-free variation by omitting
the rum and you have this lovely
strawberry mint punch for
everyone. Delicious!
YIELD: 4 Drinks
PREP TIME: 20 minutes
Vegan, gluten-free.
INGREDIENTS
½ cup granulated sugar
½ cup water
6-8 whole strawberries, hulled and sliced
6-7 sprigs mint leaves
120 ml white rum or vodka (optional)
1 lime, juiced
Sparkling water or club soda
Ice cubes

HOMEMADE HEARTS
HEALTHY RECIPES EACH WEEK!
Original Creations with Stunning
Food Photography, Quick Meal Ideas
& Cooking Tips
homemadehearts.ca           

2 sliced strawberries in each glass, add 4-5
mint leaves on top and pour ¼ of the lime
juice. Using a pestle or the back of a spoon,
gently mull the strawberries, mint and lime
juice together until the strawberries and mint
become soft. At this time, put approximately
2 tablespoons of the cooled simple syrup in
each glass, add 30 ml of white rum or vodka,
ice cubes, and then fill the rest of the glass
with sparkling water or club soda. Garnish
glasses with more mint leaves and strawberry

PREPARATION
In a small pot, make a simple syrup by
combining sugar and water together. Bring
to a rolling boil. Simmer for 3 to 4 minutes.
Set aside and cool. In four glasses, place 1 to

Clay Studio

Summer Events and Workshops!

Kids Summer Clay Camps
Annual Beach Firing
at Middle Cove Beach (July 25)

slices, to taste. Enjoy!
Elisabeth Luther is a food photographer and
the author of the popular food blog Homemade
Hearts. Mélany Otis is the owner of the awardwinning catering company: Fine Food Factory.

Standing up
for YOU
Dale Kirby, MHA
St. John’s North

Raku Firing

on beautiful Bell Island (July 11)

www.craftcouncil.nl.ca
709 753 2534

@dalegkirby
709-729-6921 ○ dalekirby@gov.nl.ca
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Sobey’s Paradise
Not an Oxymoron After All:
New Deli Style Grocery Store
Delighting Locals
BY EMILY DEMING

There is a new Sobey’s in
Paradise. It is full of track
lighting and deli counters
and happiness.
There are plenty of the coveted singleperson-sized snub-nosed carts and
everything is clean. There are up to fifty
different freshly made salads (three
varieties with kale, many with whole grains,
as well as a plethora of coleslaws and
pastas) and ciabatta bun sandwiches with
gourmet combinations of Italian meats and
bocconcini. The cheese and cured meat
counter is as big and exciting as the inside
of the TARDIS. The olive bar is bountiful,
if not boundary pushing, and includes an
octopus and squid salad that is not rubbery
or covered in mayonnaise. But the most
promising thing of all is the clear evidence of
care taken by the employees, and their pride
in the store.
It is easy to be cynical about food shopping
in St John’s. The larger grocery chains
have underwhelmed us at best, insulted
us at worst. So I would be forgiven for
scoffing to myself upon my first visit that
this store’s niceness was only newness
and that the cleanliness and product
diversity wouldn’t last.
On my second visit, I was impressed with the
physical flow of the store. You can
hit the fresh foods and then
walk directly through the
in-store baked goods
section to the checkout
without ever having to
troll the regular grocery
aisles (on the down side,

This new
Sobey's is modelled
more after Montrealstyle delis than the
boxstore grocery
chains we’re
used to

the diapers
are located
for Maximum
Tantrum in the juice and candy aisle). I also
talked to more of the employees and learned
that they were as pleased to work there as
the public seems to be to shop there. One
counter worker offered me a generous
sample of the candied salmon I was ogling
and then confessed to me what a great work
place she had. She said everyone was just
happy there. She said the manager was happy
and it trickled down to the rest of the staff,
and I realized that this place might stay nice.
Now, it isn’t a miracle or a Trader Joe’s. It is
still a Sobey’s. And with that comes the aged
artichokes, a baffling inability to anticipate
that the full fat or “red” organic milk always
sells out first along with the plain balkan and
mediterranean yogurts, mislabelled produce
and sale tags touting sales with zero actual
cents off the regular price. But the choice in
the produce aisles is well beyond that of the
other grocery stores anywhere in town and
you can get more of what you want with less
packaging.
The things that have changed and the
things that have remained the same were
illustrated perfectly in the three bins full
of fresh hot peppers labeled “Poblano,”
“Cubanelle” and “Jalapeño” though all three
were filled with habanero. But they were
very beautiful habaneros and
they did not come two to
a large styrofoam
pack. Just pure
colourful hot pillows
in an appealing,
if misleading,
cornucopia.

CLOTHES ON THE LINE.
FEET UP.
NEWFOUNDLAND CHOCOLATE.

Made here. Loved everywhere.
166 Duckworth Street • newfoundlandchocolatecompany.com
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Good Food for a Good Cause
BY PATRICK BUTLER

Next time you head out
to eat in St. John’s, why
not do a good deed while
you get a good feed? This
city is packed with great
restaurants, but a meal at
these two cafés combines
eating delicious food with
helping a worthy cause.
THE PANTRY CAFÉ & CATERING
70 Clinch Crescent
Hours: Monday to Friday, 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Located alongside the Health Sciences
Centre, The Pantry Café & Catering serves up
an ever-changing menu of hearty lunch fare,
says chef Brenda Lee.
Lee said the café, which mainly serves
clientele from the nearby hospital, offers
fresh soups and sandwiches, but also lobster
cakes and fish cakes – Pantry staples. “Every
day our menu changes here at the Pantry; we
work with what fresh produce we can get.”

opportunity. My assistant Colin, he’s been
here for about two years now, and he does
everything from baking, to serving the
tables, to doing the dishwashing. He is my
right hand man.”

HUNGRY HEART CAFÉ
142 Military Road
Hours: Monday to Saturday, 8 a.m. to 3 p.m.
For executive chef Carolyn Power, Hungry
Heart Café is all about serving simple food.
“It’s simple, clean flavours. We try to do
as much local as we can,” she said. “We’re
smoking our own bacon, we’re making our
own Caesar dressing, our own mayonnaise,
all our own vinaigrettes, baking our own
breads . . . Pretty much everything is created
on-site using the best possible ingredients.”
Hungry Heart Café offers a variety of lunch
and brunch foods: a different fish bowl every
week, and new pasta and chef’s feature
dishes every day. Free trade coffees and
teas are available, as well as homemade
baked goods.
Opened in 2008 an as initiative of Stella’s
Circle, the restaurant dubs itself a “socially
responsible neighbourhood café.” All profits

Lee said new types of quiches, stews, and soups

support on-site culinary training programs

are served every day and salads change every

for people in St. John’s with employment

season. All the café’s soups are vegetarian, and

barriers. “We train people who have barriers

everything is usually gluten free.

to employment for whatever reasons – that
could be anything from you have severe

All profits from the restaurant, which also

anxiety, you just got out of prison, you

offers catering, go toward programs and

were a stay-at-home mom and you haven’t

services at the Elaine Dobbin Centre for

worked in possibly your whole life, maybe

Autism.

fifteen years,” Power said.

But Lee, who began working at The Pantry

But Power, who was formerly involved with

in November after a stint at Portobello’s,

Epicurean Kitchen before joining the café

said the café also offers employment

in 2013, said training at the café is about

opportunities for people who have autism.

more than learning technical cooking skills.

“We have a few staff members that all

“We’re offering culinary training,” she said,

contribute to the restaurant, whether

“but mostly what we’re doing is giving people

gardening, cooking, or serving,” she said.

an opportunity to come to work and learn

“It’s a teaching program as well as a job

employable skills.”
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Reluctant Chef
Ready for Change
BY ERIN POWER

In our ever-changing
city landscape, it is
not uncommon to see
businesses move and
grow over time and this is
exactly what is happening
for the folks at The
Reluctant Chef.

customers on food preferences and allergy

Currently a thriving thirty-five seat

When I started, I woke up one day and had

restaurant at 281 Duckworth Street,

the idea to open a restaurant. Six days

Tony Butt and his team are moving

later we were open. I didn’t have time to

across the street to a beautiful heritage

think about it but this is different. We’re

property at 290 Duckworth and although

building it up from scratch.”

restrictions, of course. This same concept
will guide service in the upstairs part of
the restaurant that seats around sixty.
After a year in the original restaurant, Tony
knew he wanted to expand and he started
looking for a larger space. “This move is a
significant one for Butt. I’ve never opened
a restaurant before” he laughs. “The old
place was almost a turn key operation.

the distance is small, conceptually the
restaurant is ready to take a big leap.

With plans to open the first week of
July, final preparations are being made

Having undergone numerous renovations,

and, while nervous excitement abounds,

the new home of The Reluctant Chef

Butt is grounded in the realization that

houses a beautiful, hand crafted bar

he has surrounded himself with a solid

downstairs equipped with a custom

team who are ready to take on the

designed wine cellar that boasts an

challenge of opening a new space. “I

intriguing back history. What was once

want to create a community here and

a morgue now showcases beautiful,

I’m prepared to give my key people a

repurposed wine racks ready to be

stake in the business so it’s not just my

stocked by sommelier, Scott Cowan. This

business, it’s our business. It just makes

downstairs area will focus on serving

sense to me that in order to get a really

carefully selected wines and small plates

good team and a family, they need to be

in a comfortable and relaxing atmosphere.

involved.”

The original concept of The Reluctant
Chef was to offer nightly, five-course, set

In a building so rich in history, stories

menus where the various plates would be

have long been told of ghosts that reside

selected by the chef
and served to
the entire

The new
location will have
an area devoted to
small plates and
great wines.

restaurant,

within the walls. “I certainly hope it’s
true” chuckles Tony. “But I can say that
there is a warm and welcoming feeling
from the moment you walk in the doors

with

of this place.” It is clear that Tony Butt

some

and his team at The Reluctant Chef are

input

ready to create their own story at 290

from the

Duckworth.
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Worth Your Dime
Select July Events
CANADA FOOD DAY
JULY 31 TO AUGUST 1
@ The Sheraton Hotel
ST

ST

GROWN UPS READ
THINGS THEY WROTE
AS KIDS

Chef Roary MacPherson (The Sheraton)

JULY 9TH

and The Restaurant Association of

@ The Rocket Room; 8-10pm

Newfoundland and Labrador (RANL) are

NEW LOCATION: 140 WATER STREET - TD BANK BUILDING
Dine In & Take Out. Open 7 Days a Week, 11:30 am - 10 pm
Third Anniversary Opening Special:
1. Any 2 6pc Rolls: 7.99
2. Any 3 6pc Rolls: 11.99
3. Any 6pc + 10pc Roll: 12:99

officially ringing in an annual national

“Your first crush. Your first kiss. Parents

event here in St John’s with a weekend

who just don't understand. Your best friend.

of eating, learning, sharing, and toasting

Your ex-best friend.” Grownups Read Things

at The Sheraton for Food Day Canada

They Wrote as Kids is exactly what the name

2015. Though there have been scattered

suggests. Brave Canadians get up in front

events locally in years past, this is the

of a live audience of strangers, and read

first full on Food Day Canada Celebration

childhood poems, short stories, letters from

for Newfoundland. The celebrations and

camp, diary entries, you name it. Locals were

workshops are geared towards chefs, but

encouraged to sign up and share their stories

the food-happy public has been invited

at this event (you do so through their website

for both Friday and Saturday evenings.

of the same name.) It’s sure to be a funny

The events will showcase as many chefs

evening full of reminders of how amazing

as possible, both local and invited in

the minds of children are, and how silly and

from the mainland. Food for the opening

melodramatic we were as teenagers. There’s

This comedy show features two familiar faces from the TV show Trailer Park Boys –

night party (6-9 pm Friday, July 31st)

only 3 rules for readers: You have to be the

ever-topless Randy and Mr. Lahey. It’ll also feature Sam Losco, “and more surprise

will be provided by The Sheraton and will

one who wrote it, as a kid; You have to be

guests.” Tickets are $25 through eTixNow.com, and there’s a $40 VIP option that will

highlight local seafood. 150 tickets are

the one who reads it, as an adult; It has to be

grant you “Front of line entry, access to private booths & VIP section, and meet and greet

being made available to the public. You

short (less than 5 minutes). This live event

with performers after the show.” Randy & Lahey kick things off at 9:30. “The Randy and

will be privvy to hearing each chef speak

takes place in cities across the country, and

Lahey show is a silly, drunken hour and a half of songs and skits, audience participation,

about their careers and their take on the

is associated with a popular podcast, of the

profanity, Shakespeare, and general hilarity.” Promotional materials claim that “over the

importance of Canadian food.You can

same name, by Dan Misener. It all started

past eight years it has developed into the fastest moving two man show in the known

find the tickets at www.eventbrite.ca. On

when he was helping a girlfriend clear out

universe.” At 11pm there are “Meet and greets for VIPs,” and the afterparty kicks off at

Saturday the guest chefs will be taken on

some of the old boxes she had stored in her

midnight featuring hip hop from T, aka Knucklehead, and a special guest.

a tour of the city, and there is a planned

parents’ basement. “With drinks in hand, we

demo for/by them along with local 4-H

spent the better part of the afternoon reading

students, all focused on where our food

diary entries out loud to one another.” And

comes from. The weekend wraps up

the idea to ask strangers to share their own

Saturday evening, August 1, with the

old writings was born. You can hear episodes

Great Canadian Food Market Celebration

at grownupsreadthingstheywroteaskids.com.

from 7-10pm. There will be up to ten food

Admission to the event is $12, but readers

stations with small plates each prepared

get in for free. One more reason to put

by an invited chef. 250 tickets are being

yourself out there next time this event rolls

sold for this closing night feast.

through town.

Our menu can be viewed on our Facebook page:
give us a like!

SUNNY VALE LIQUOR PARTY
COMEDY SHOW WITH RANDY & LAHEY
JULY 17TH @ Allure on George; 9pm-3am

VISIT THEOVERCAST.CA FOR EVENT LISTINGS!
To see what’s going on in St. John’s every week, visit the calendar in our sidebar, or click
the “Events” tab under our website header. If you’re using a phone or tablet, click the
navigate bar, then “Events.” YOU CAN EASILY AD YOUR OWN EVENTS TO OUR LISTINGS
Tens of thousands of people visit our events listings each week. Let them know about
your event. Alternatively, add “EventListings Bot TheOvercast” as a Facebook friend.
Invite him to your event, and he’ll list it for you on our website.
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Singled Out
Select, Non-local Songs
Now in Rotation on
Overcast Radio
Every week we throw more music into our
music bank for Overcast Radio. Below are a
few new songs from North American Bands
that went into rotation the week this issue
was getting prepped for print.

Beirut – “No No No”
Zach Condon quit high school to travel the
world, hear the music of many countries, and
mash together the best of each to build his
own take on world music. As much as any
song he’s produced in his 10-year career, “No
No No” proves what a great job he’s done in
achieving that ambitious goal.
Weaves – “Tick”
This single nails everything great about their
innovative sound: wild, weird, and catchy
guitar’n’bass acting as a foundation for
Jasmyn Burke’s arresting, playful vocals.
Best Fiends – “Always Lies”
Great, rock-leaning punk for the masses.
Zachary Cale – “Sundowner”
Something for fans of sad and mellow singersongwriters to rejoice in. The song’s broody
atmosphere is unearthed by aching telecaster
drones and interesting, simplistic percussion.
Daniel Romano – “Strange Faces”
AM Country Gold, from Atlantic Canada’s
best received reviver of the genre.

Spin This.
LOCAL RECORD REVIEWS

Self-titled EP

New Babysitter

THE SUITS

PERVERT WEEK

ISLAND ROCK

LOUD ROCK

By avoiding the pitfalls of

There’s a lot of shouting and

“cheesy white-guy funk”

screaming sure, but the real

and not expecting us to find

energy here, the real balls

rock-reggae a novel idea, The

and heart, come from the

Suits successfully blend their

pounding, first-rate music.

influences and their intentions

The guitar and bass are

to create a catchy breed of

in your face, relentless in

island-vibe, upbeat rock and

both originality and rage,

roll meant to rock a barshow.

and the drums are getting

Part of their success is the

a proper beating in keeping

diversity from track to track: they have a distinct sound, and

up with the unrestrained guitars. “Meat Grinder” acts as a perfect

meddle in a clear genre, but they do not carbon copy that sound

introduction to the band’s intensity and talents, while “Roy Goes to

song after song. “Up High” opens the album with a light, breezy

Panama” is a structurally interesting traipse through weird timing

soft rocker, and is followed by the harder, chugging “Stolen

and songwriting – the entire centre section of the song isn’t your

Years.” Tracklisting wise, they were wise to stack “Money” at the

average riff and begs the question of how a song like that is even

end, as it’s the reggae song their sound had been dancing around

written. Stick around, and the song sails into mosh pit magic.

all album long. And it’s a jam, with some great lead guitar work

Two tacks, “Many Masks” and “Back of the Bus,” are reminiscent

and a bassline worth a scuff. Their bio cites their influences

loudness and experimentation than commercial viability. New

as “ranging from The Doors to The Red Hot Chili Peppers” but
Beck – “Dreams”
When Beck beat Beyonce for Album of the
Year at last year’s Grammys, Kayne, like far
too many kids, asked the Internet “Who the
f*ck is Beck?,” leading to countless aging
music lovers lecturing these kids in their
statuses about their musical ignorance. But
screw all that. This latest single ends the
need to defend him – “Dreams” is a dancyfunky rock number with potential to blow up
on mainstream radio, and if it doesn’t, it’s
another hot jam for his true fans’ eclectic
collection of killer Beck songs.

Babysitter is a heavy-ass album, but while it might scare away your

you won’t hear either of those bands in their sound, and nor
should musicians cut so close as to emulate. The band work well
together, in crafting these songs, and the addition of keys was a
great choice for adding extra texture that knocks the sound

of Insecticide-era Nirvana, when they were more concerned with

average nan, Pervert Week – like Metz – manage to straddle that
rare crossover area of musical genres that makes its heaviness
accessible to audiences normally wary of such heaviness.
Underneath the distorted pounding and grinding, there’s

up a notch (and that’s a pretty funky intro in track 3,
appropriately titled “Keys.”) Mad props to Georgie
Newman too, for the recording. It sounds great,
polished, crisp and clear. The EP is worth your
time and dime if island rock is your bag. All 4
tracks made the cut for Overcast Radio.

REVIEWS BY CHAD PELLEY

CALL FOR
SUBMISSIONS
We've got an online
feature called "First Listen."
We'd love to leak a track off
your upcoming albums.
Get in touch.

a solid sound even the meek and dainty musical ear
can appreciate. A stand-out song might be “Tommy,”
catchy as hell, loud as fuck, and a little slice of mosh
pit heaven that borrows metal’s way of using a soft,
quiet bridge to make the upswing all the wilder.
Pervert Week are definitely reinvigorating their
genre, and might have just proven themselves to be
the local kings of it too.
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4 LOCAL
SONGWRITERS
WEIGH IN ON WHAT
NEW SUN KIL MOON
SONG ABOUT CATS
AND CLOSE FRIENDS
IS THE BEST
Ohio’s Mark Kozelek
might be one of the best
living examples of an
aging songwriter growing
artistically, instead of
growing stale.

“This was my first time listening to Sun Kil
Moon and I wasn't overly impressed. My
favorite of the three would be “Birds of Film.”
I thought the bard-esque guitars fit well with
the storytelling nature of Mark Kozelek's vocal
delivery/content.” – Marcus McLaughlin (Bleu)
LITTLE RASCALS
“All these songs encapsulate artist catharsis
so well. When Mark Kozelek writes from
experience, he doesn't drench it in some halfbaked metaphor; he means it. These songs
are a collection of journal pages brought to life
through loose structure, a raspy and earnest
voice, and sparse instrumentals. While all
three songs are framed as long narratives,
they exhibit a staggering variety of subject.
There's no singular plot, no necessary
essence to either; that's the role the music
plays. Out of the three, Little Rascals stands
out. The form lends itself to the introspective
narrative form. The long diatribes are coupled
with an ambient design section mired with
odd minor chords. This dichotomy breaks up

Catching up
with Kim Harris:
2015’s Rising Star
ECMA Winner

BY LUKAS WALL

As for being stationed in Halifax,
Harris says “I love Newfoundland. It

Despite just being
awarded the East Coast
Music Award for Rising
Star Recording of the Year,
singer/songwriter Kim
Harris’ star has been on

will always be my home, but there
was a freedom to being away as well.
I felt like I fit in Halifax and now that
I'm a musician here, there's a beautiful
community that I belong to.”
These musical experiences and
numerous performances led Harris to

the rise for quite a while.

the recording of her full-length debut

of whiskey at the end of the day, the morning

A Corner Brook native, Harris began

of 2014. Recorded in Port Howe with

the moniker of Sun Kil Moon. On his last

meditation before you jump into your routine.

singing from an early age and grew up

two albums, Benji and Universal Themes,

Kozelek knows he has a lot to say, but he also

studying classical music and performing

he’s been breaking down traditional song

knows that sometimes you'll feel better if you

in Rotary Music Festivals before

structures, and innovating what can be done

say nothing at all. It's the ambivert dilemma:

attending the Glenn Gould School in

with stacked vocals during recording to make

once you've had your fill of the attention, you

Toronto. But studying to become an

simple songs sound more interesting. He’s

need to be alone. But the cycle continues,

opera singer quickly became unfulfilling

also gravitated towards writing lyrics about

and the karmic equation must be balanced.

for Harris and she left the program. After

being an aging musician on the road. The new

Thematically, it's so fitting. Both feel good,

settling in Halifax for a few years, Harris

songs are so intensely personal they come off

but that doesn't mean that they have to be the

found her way back to being a performer.

as humorously mundane and unedited diary

same.” - Brad Pretty (Fred's Records

“I became aware that I was miserable

entries about chipping teeth on hard tack

& Lady Brett Ashley)

with the lack of music in my life and was

Since folding his first band, Red House

the ramblings with a purposeful reflection. It's

Painters, in 2001, Mark has been releasing

that therapeutic hallucinogen trip, that glass

albums under his own name and under

bread or missing his mom. 3 or 4 of the songs
on his latest album are about his fondness
for the company of cats and close friends. We

able to navigate a new way into it by
THIS IS MY FIRST DAY AND I’M INDIAN
AND I WORK IN A GAS STATION

asked a few local songwriters to pick their
favourite of these.
BIRDS OF FILM
“Somehow it works and fits and flows, which
seems like quite the feat for these lyrics that
string on and on. I like when the song pivots
half way through to a short interlude that's like
a winding staircase and then back to the rolling
coastline verses and sort-of-choruses. It takes
you further along as the vocals thicken and
harmonize and finally you're left, not sure if you
want to find your way back.” – Kat McLevey

“Mark Kozelek could never be accused of
holding back details in lyrics, but "This is My
First Day and I'm Indian And I Work at a Gas
Station" sees him going full confessional to
a degree that would make a Priest protest:
‘Too much info Mark, too much!’ But it's
hypnotic, it's humanistic, and taps on your
wrist like a stranger saying ‘hey guess what
person I don't know, here is my entire life’:
first you're overwhelmed by the forwardness
of their lifetime abridgment but leave
glowing, grateful for such an unexpected
intimacy.” – Scott Royle

Only The Mighty, released in the winter
the guidance of producer Dale Murray,
Harris set out to make a bold record
that built on tunes she’d written over
a lengthy period of time. The resulting
record is a lush mix of piano and guitars,
while showcasing the singer’s striking
and soulful vocals, all wrapped in a
tasteful sense of melody.
Only The Mighty also garnered Harris
this year’s ECMA in the Rising Star
category. “East Coast Music Week this

writing my own songs,” she says.

year was phenomenal,” she says. “I

Inspired by fellow singer/songwriters in

warmest crowd around, and I received

Halifax like Amelia Curran and Jenn Grant,
Harris set to work on her own music, and
released what she describes as a “simple
EP” in 2011. She first debuted those songs
for a live audience during the 2012’s In
the Dead of Winter Festival, and started
performing more and more often. “Lovely
fellow musicians had me open shows and
sing in their bands until it seemed like I
was on every stage in Halifax one way or
another,” says Harris.

played a showcase at The Ship with the
the Rising Star Recording of the Year in
my home province. There's not much
more a girl could ask for.”
Currently, Harris is writing music for her
next record and preparing for summer
performances. She will be setting out
on a short Eastern Canadian tour, before
visiting the Regina Folk Festival for her
first shows in Western Canada.
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Thom’s new
album will be
available online July
15th, Physical copies
hit shelves in
August.

BOTANICA GREENS
Each great tasting, complete superfood
blend contains nutrient dense land and
sea greens, with no added fillers to
ensure maximum concentration
and potency·

10% OFF
UNTIL
JULY 31

Designed to please the whole family,
even the pickiest children!
Mix easily, and are free of gluten,soy,
dairy, GMOs, and sugar.

16 Stavanger Drive
709.726.0254

Damian
Lethbridge on
Thom Coombes’
Perfect Day for
a Mall Date

bad weather turned an otherwise dull trip to
the mall into a fun adventure with a friend, his
period of being creatively “cooped up” turned
into a pleasant surprise.

"Want to go on a mall date?"

for more.” Then Thom initiated a musical

to get done. “This album was initially just going

contrasts which somehow complement each
other beautifully. Dreamy instrumentals like
“Floral Fixation” and the quirky, keyboard
based “Bananafish Boogie” are juxtaposed
against thoughtfully crafted gems like “Coming
Apart” and “Slow Learner” which are as akin to
Dylan as they are Daniel Johnston. “I started
throwing songs on there that I felt wouldn't
fit on any other album, all these odds and

to be an EP,” he says. “I felt a little burnt out

ends. I was afraid of it turning out more like a

and needed to record these songs in order to

collection of B-sides, but I think these songs go

ditch them, a spring cleaning to make room

well together and flow the way I intended it to.”

Thom began the album with much the same
attitude that he had about going to the mall
that rainy April day – it was something he had

‘mall date’ of sorts, inviting friends to join

Regarding the magnitude of material Thom

him in working on the album. The friends in

says, “I wanted the album to be excessive,

question turned out to be a who’s who of local

overwhelming, and take a long time for the

musicians including Aley Waterman, Bucky

listener to become familiar with the songs. I

Despite his widely shared aversion to the mall,

Quagmire, Scrambled Meggz, Scott Royle, and

like the idea of someone hearing the album

Thom needed something from the place and

Ilia and Jake Nicoll to name a few. “Everything

after a few times and thinking ‘Oh yeah, I forgot

did not want to go it alone. “My friend was

just kept getting bigger,” he says. “It turned me

about this song.” Mission accomplished. This

cooped up enough to come with me.” And so

around, and at some point during the process I

is a dynamic record that you rediscover with

the title of Thom’s new album was born.

started to feel excited about what I was doing.”

every listen. Rockers like “Old Life” and “Check

Thom Coombes asked a friend
one rainy day in April.

like “That’s Not Why We’re Friends” and
“Unknown Pleasures.” So the process of falling
in love with this album goes. It constantly
reveals a new aspect of itself; a clever lyric, a
kooky guitar lick, an obscure reference, almost
as if you are hearing it for the first time.
Part of the album’s charm is the warm
cohesion resulting from being recorded to tape.
A long time 4-track recording enthusiast, Thom
has worn out several of these now archaic
machines over the years on past projects. “The
4-track is just where I feel comfortable. I've
always liked bedroom-made music, and while
that doesn't happen on a 4-track so much
anymore, it's what I grew up making music on.
There's also something forgiving about it.”

After ten plus years of writing and releasing

A Perfect Day for a Mall Date is indeed a work

while the laid back grooves of “Track & Field”

music, Thom hit a particularly prolific streak

to get excited about. In terms of quantity and

and “Dream Sequence” take a little longer to

around 2013 and then suddenly went quiet.

diversity of material you could say that this
is Thom’s White Album, a collection of stark

sink in. Meanwhile, nostalgia junkies like me

That being said, A Perfect Day for a Mall Date
is an album that needs no forgiveness. This
album of humble beginnings had its hidden
potential realized to become a touchstone in
the collective work of an artist who already
has much to be proud of. “Even though I didn't
know it at the time that I started this project,
I feel like this is an album I've always wanted
to make,” says Thom. “This is the album that

will keep going back to the grungier moments

sums up something about my music.”

Engine Light” might become instant favorites,

But just as a day of being stuck inside due to

Retail
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of Guatemalan and Andean handicrafts. Many
places downtown stocked local merchandise,
so Anita set out to carry unusual, interesting
items, things not easily found elsewhere.”
Posie Row still works from this premise.
In the early years, with two small children,
Anita mostly worked the store by herself.
“I don't think she could really afford to hire
staff, and I think she generally worked six
Posie Row is located
at 210 Duckworth
Street

POSIE’S
STILL ROSY

Now in its twentieth year of operation, Posie

name for the

Row has been selling exotic gifts, sterling

place under Anita's

silver jewelry, hats, and accessories since May

ownership, and she seems to have pulled

1995. Owner and operator Anita Carroll has

Posie Row out of her imagination on the spot.”

been at the heart of the operation since the

Posie Row
Celebrates 20
Years in Business
Downtown

beginning.

BY LAUREN POWER

By the time the store opened, Anita had a
small son and was pregnant with her second

days a week,” says Manuel. “She would
travel to Toronto for trade shows, armed
with a tight budget and, a few times, a baby
on her back. She had to choose her stock
extremely carefully because she had so little
money to spend. It had to be spent on things
that would sell.”
Rosie Row still carries a number of lines
that they have had since opening day (Ark

Before it was Posie Row, the 210 Duckworth

child. After she purchased the building,

Street location was Amos & Andes Imports,

the family moved into the apartment

a branch of the Canadian imported knitwear

above the shop, and most days, Anita

chain. When the business came up for sale,

worked in the shop with a baby under the

Anita saw potential, says Jane Manuel, current

counter. “Eventually, Anita took over the

manager and buyer at Posie Row. Having

second floor and, when I began to work for

worked with Newfoundland weaver Barb

her, the [back of the shop] was mostly a

Roberts at Bogside Gallery in Halifax, Anita

playroom for her kids, with a little desk area

had some managerial and buying experience.

where you could do paperwork while all the

“Unfortunately, she was completely and

neighbourhood kids tromped in and out,”

utterly broke,” says Manuel.

says Manuel.

After securing funding, Anita worked with the

Posie Row became well-known for

Amos & Andes people for a time and carried

Guatemalan knit sweaters and other imported

“We love that we are a stopping place for so

on with some of the lines stocked by A&A.

items. “We still have customers, 20 years

many people: those in the neighbourhood

stalwarts like Fred’s, Pi, and

However, Anita never intended to continue as

later, who have, and continue to wear,

who drop in a few times a week to pick up

Posie Row, making it one of the

a branch of a larger company. “She wanted

sweaters bought in Pose Row's first year of

incense and see what's new… or those who

to create her own thing, her own name,” says

business,” says Manuel. “There were also

visit once a year from Labrador and stock

Manuel. “When the business was officially

things like ceramic chimineas, worry dolls,

up on hats for church, snow shoveling, and

changing hands, the bank required a business

hacky sacks, knitted hats and mitts — a lot

gardening in one go.”

The area of Duckworth Street
surrounding the War Memorial
is home to thriving new shops
like Broken Books, Fixed, and
Phil’s, along with a handful of

most resilient sections of shops
in the city.

Imports, Parkhurst Hats, World Folk Art
Imports, and others), with a growing number
of fair trade items, including UK ethical
fashion collection Nomads Clothing, of which
Posie Row is the only North America carrier.
“Because the shop is now on solid footing,
we are able to take a few chances, productwise, to test a gut feeling about a line,” says
Manuel, who has travelled to New York and
the UK on buying trips for Posie Row. “If it
works, great! If not, everyone can still pay
the bills.”

Retail
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Worth Your Dime
Newfoundland Vendors on Etsy
BY TERRI COLES

The internet has introduced
several annoying things-duckface comes to mind --but
one of its blessings is the
ability to purchase quality
handmade or vintage goods
from around the world.

and hemp, and of course their soaps –
like Strawberry Rhubarb.
NEWFOUNDFINDS
Etsy is full of mid-century modern houseware
finds--but the shipping can be a killer.
Fortunately there’s NewfoundFinds, which
offers a great variety of vintage home and
kitchen items. If the particular piece you’re
coveting is currently out of your budget,

Etsy is the leader there, growing over its first

NewfoundFinds also offers a convenient

decade into a global online marketplace for

layaway program, and local delivery is an

creative sellers and artisans, with more than

option on the Avalon.

32 million items for sale. Several artisans
from Newfoundland and Labrador sell vintage

TRINITY ROCKS

and handmade items in their own Etsy shops.

If you’re a fan of semi-precious stones, you’ll
want to hit up Trinity Rocks, which has a

You’ll be able to check out the wares of some

selection of jewellery in its Etsy shop made of

of the province’s best Etsy sellers in person

Labradorite and other stones. The Trinity East

on September 26, when the Anna Templeton

shop, which also has a bricks-and-mortar

Centre hosts the St. John’s edition of the

location, sells a wide variety of earrings,

Etsy: Made In Canada pop-up market. Etsy’s

bracelets, and necklaces, along with hand-

first event in the province is hosted by Alison

hooked coasters and tumbled gemstones.

Butler of The Petite Cadeau, a blog about

MEGAFOOD ONE DAILY
MULTI-VITAMINS
One a day multi-vitamins
made from a variety of
gently dried, fresh whole
foods and organic herbs.

10% OFF
UNTIL
JULY 31

Provide essential nutrients,
protective phytonutrients and vital
enzymes required for optimal health
and well-being.
Free of GMOs, as well as pesticides,
herbicides, gluten, dairy, and soy.

16 Stavanger Drive
709.726.0254

“slow gifting” via handmade treasures and

MADE WITH CLAY AND LOVE

experiences.

These tiny clay cuties are the perfect gift for
the little person in your life, or anybody who

!

If you’ve got some slow gifting of your own to

appreciates whimsy and very small things.

CALL FOR PROPOSALS

do between now and September--or feel like

Made entirely by hand, seller Melissa’s little

you could use some new treats for yourself--

guys are also available on business-card

Sound Symposium XVIII

then check out these five Etsy shops based in

holders and cupcake toppers. We’re partial to

Newfoundland and Labrador.

the micro octopus, ourselves.

July 8-16, 2016
St. John’s, NL

Sound Symposium is now accepting
proposals for 2016.
Artists from all sound arts fields are
invited to apply.
World premieres and exhibits are most
welcome.
Deadline: August 15, 2015
For more information:
www.soundsymposium.com

ST. JOHN’S

BRINDY LINENS

SOAP WORKS

If it’s classic Newfoundland

If you’re a fan of Lush’s

and Labrador imagery

handmade soaps and

you’re looking for, go no

cosmetics, this local Etsy

further than Brindy Linens’

shop selling delicious-

block printed images on

smelling soaps and other

tea towels. The options

bath products made in small

include iconic images like

batches with old-fashioned

mummers, trigger mitts,

methods will be a hit with

and humpback whales,

you. Check out products like

making them a great

Shagg Off, a natural insect

souvenir or the perfect gift

repellent and bite treatment,

from home for your favourite

Extreme Cream with lanolin

mainlander.
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The Magic and Mystery of
Storytelling A profile of writer
and filmmaker Wanda Nolan
BY MARK HOFFE

Nolan is talking about the screenplay for
Four Sisters, a short film she wrote as a
three genre requirement for a Master of Fine
Arts in Creative Writing at the University of
British Columbia. Directed by Dana Warren
and produced by Lynn Andrews in 2010, Four
Sisters was recently optioned as a feature by
Odd Sock Films. “I always considered myself
a fiction writer,” says Nolan, who is currently
writing a novel called Rabbit Town. “But now I
consider myself more of a screenwriter.”
Her novel-in-progress Rabbit Town has
inspired a loosely connected feature-length
screenplay called The Magic of Boxor Connors
– a story about a resilient little boy who wants
to be a magician despite his desultory and
less-than-encouraging social environment.
“It needs another good overhaul,” says Nolan
as she sips her pint and contemplates the
upcoming production application to Telefilm
in conjunction with Pope Productions. “I knew
there was a plotline I didn’t like that had to go,
but now it’s all about the best storytelling you
can write. How do you do that? There are no
books on that. People say that there is, but
there’s not.”
Nolan is also writing The Mystery of the
Secret Room, her directorial debut produced
by Annette Clarke at the National Film of
Canada under their Emerging Artist Program.
The short animation project is a collaborative

effort with Montreal-based filmmaker and
animator Claire Blanchet. “I just started
emailing back and forth with Claire,” says
Nolan. “I was going to interview different
animators, but from the conversations that
we had, I knew she was the right person.”
Like Nolan’s feature film project, this one
deals with traumatic childhood experiences
and the power of the imagination to cope with
those problems. “It’s about a little girl who

Craig Francis Power
on Philippa Jones’
Latest Exhibit,
Fragments for your
imagination to hold

turns into a super heroine to save her mom
from depression,” explains Nolan. “It’s an
adventure story, and it’s a mystery too. It also
kind of has a lot of creepy elements that we’ve
been playing up.”

Jones embraces randomness and chance—
there is not a set plan for the composition
of the work, but rather, her mind and her
pen are set to wander the page, moving
intuitively, without rhyme or reason. Under
her brush, an accidental splotch of ink on the
paper grows into a pool of still water. The
intricate detail of the depicted landscape is
formed seemingly of its own volition—like

Philippa Jones’ latest series of ink
and watercolour drawings running
at Christina Parker Gallery until July
4th is a sci-fi, dystopic examination of
the role of accident and chance in the
act of creation.

Nolan credits her fascination with the works
of Japanese animation filmmaker Hayao
Miyazaki as an inspiration, but admits that
working her way into that world is not an
easy task. “I don’t draw, so it’s been really
challenging only talking about what all
these images are, until recently when I saw
some drawings,” confesses Nolan. “I can
only look at them and say, ‘Does it speak
to me emotionally?’ All my judgement calls
are based on intuition. It’s a bit of my own
adventure.”

Many of the pieces from Fragments for
your imagination to hold, at first glance, are
reminiscent of the cover art for some vintage
science fiction novel, or a release from a prog
rock band’s concept album.
Consisting of dark blues and purples,
Jones’ ink and watercolour drawings hold
a decidedly ominous quality—clusters of
crystal shards and dead trees reach up into
a dark sky, surrounded by black water. Here,
an empty highway stretches into a barren
landscape. A tiny lone figure looks out at
desolate terrain.

Despite the challenges, Nolan remains true to
her faith in the storytelling process: “It’s a love
letter to literature, to story and the power of
the imagination.”
It’s hard not to love the mystery of Nolan’s
imagination and the magical stories she
weaves.

the way the natural world develops, evolves,
and changes with time.
Jones says further: Having studied the
mineral deposits at the Natural History
museum and being very familiar with
drawing Newfoundland rocks, I could see the
correlation between these small crystalline
deposits and the shapes and formations of
rocks within our landscape, cliffs, mountains
etc. I decided to build a drawing starting
with nothing but the tiny rhythmic shapes of
minerals and rocks. I had to fully trust my
intuition; working with no planned outcome
was a gamble. I knew that it could enable the
composition to be more dynamic, the work
to flow, the relationship between the drawing
and my imagination to remain active. As
in nature, I deliberately incorporated the
random through the variations and controlled
chaos of wet on wet ink and watercolour.

PHOTO : IAN VARDY

“When I heard actors
read my script, it sparked
something,” says Wanda
Nolan as we sit on the sunsplashed deck of Kelly’s
Pub on George Street. “It
felt like someone turned on
the lights in the room and I
didn’t know that the room
was dark.”

But rather than simple moralizing about
humanity’s treatment of the environment,
Jones’ approach is more complex. She says:
Yes I am concerned about global warming- I
do hate how people treat the world. I cannot
stand waste and inefficiency. But I try not
to think on it too much. It is not something
I feel that I can change. I have no deliberate
message about it in my work.

Having recently been included in an
exhibition at the National Gallery of Canada,
Jones’ continued exploration of her drawing
practice, with its play between intention
and chance, strikes a new chord in the
contemporary Newfoundland visual arts
scene. Fragments for your imagination to
hold is well worth checking out.
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Business and
Arts NL: What
They Do and
Why They’re
Doing It
Business and Arts NL was
created to foster mutually
beneficial relationships
between businesses and
artists in Newfoundland,
and to advocate the perks of
these unions.
Their ultimate goal is to create a partnership
between these two sectors based on open
communication and appreciation of each
area’s expertise. While business possesses
organizational, legal, and financial savvy,
the arts foster imagination, creativity, and
innovation. Weaved together, these skills can
give any individual or organization the edge it
needs to thrive.
The group was established by Peggy and John
Fisher of Fisher’s Loft fame. The way John
tells it, Business and Arts NL came together
upon his realization “that we needed the
business sector to become far more aware
about the arts in their many forms, and the
role they play in the economy and society in
general.”
This revelation came to him back when he
helped the local literary journal Riddle Fence
get off the ground. Riddle Fence is a fabulous
full-colour quarterly sharing the literature and
visual art of both local and non-local artists.
“While we were able to raise some $40,000
from various sources, I ran into a wall of
disinterest on the part of business. They had
little to no idea about literary arts in general,
and the cultural role of a literary journal in
particular.”
Since this time, Business and Arts NL has
launched a number of initiatives which
address “the all important two way street.
BUSINESS TO ARTS; ARTS TO BUSINESS. As
their website states, “Our services improve
the operational capacity of the arts sector,

J U LY 2 0 1 5

maximize the benefits of arts giving, and
broker compatible partnerships.”
Their Brokering Service is a key element of
partnership building: it matches private sector
players with those in the arts community.
Brokering, says General Manager Amy
Henderson, is the really exciting part of
what they do. “We want to be the go-to
organization for facilitating any and all
innovative ideas that bring these two sectors
together. Whether a business is looking for
help coming up with a really great employee
appreciation event, a new branding idea, or
wants help identifying an arts organization
whose values match their own, we are here to
help make these ideas come to fruition.”
Amy says they’re really excited about
launching the Arts to Business Directory of
Creative Services in July. “Local artists and
arts organizations have pitched 60 projects
to be included in various categories, such as
Demonstrating Customer Appreciation. This
catalogue will be launched as a searchable
database on our website, and is designed to
help foster interaction between the creative
and private sectors that is win-win.
Regular Business & Arts NL seminars
provide information on several areas
including why the arts and business should be
combined, building and maintaining effective
sponsorships, and copyright and intellectual
property. Lawyer John O’Dea has been
involved with the organization from the start.
He recently received the NLAC’s “Patron of the
Arts” award. As for John, he was shortlisted
for a similar award himself at the 2015
Excellence in Visual Arts awards. These are
successful businessmen with a solid vision
for how the Arts and Business sectors can
benefit from one another.
The next project they will launch is called
Business Volunteers for the Arts, which
fosters private sector support of the arts
by offering pro bono legal, accounting, and
marketing assistance to arts members. “So
far, 430 hours of help have been pledged
by professionals across the province,” says
Henderson, “and that number is growing. We
will also offer a series of 10 seminars next
year, dealing with popular areas of concern
in arts management, including developing
a marketing plan, using social media,
bookkeeping and taxes, grant writing, etc.”
They’re also responsible for the piano at St.
John’s International airport. It’s part of an
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Bloody Well Wright
Local Comedian Matt Wright Landing
Much National Success
BY LAUREN POWER

Comedian Matt Wright
is currently workshopping
his jokes, in preparation
for an upcoming gig. He’s
just booked at spot at Just
For Laughs, the biggest
comedy festival in the
world.
“I’m trying to decide which jokes I’m going
to tell there,” he says. “Trying to make
older jokes better. Trial and error forever,
basically.”
Along with the St. John’s-based
funnyman, the show will feature
comedians from across the country,
and will be hosted by fellow local-boydone-good and 22 Minutes alum Shaun
Majumder,
Wright also spent some time in the 22
Minutes writers room recently, when he
was brought up for a week at the end of
last season. “It was nice to be in a writers’
room,” says Wright. “I had never done that
before so I was just trying to soak it all in.
So many amazing people working on that
show (on camera, in the room, the crew)
so I basically just tried to learn on my
feet and keep up as best I could. There’s
so much amazing history with the show
and to be a small part of it was crazy…
I love writing sketches and seeing jokes
you wrote on television was a really cool

internationally implemented idea known as
Come Play with Me. Each piano is decorated
by a local artist and placed in a public spot
where those passing by can stop and play for

Matt Wright’s
comedy album
VASECTOMY BABY
is available on
iTunes.

experience. And it
was fun, too, most
importantly. It was a
wonderful opportunity to make stuff and
collaborate and that’s all I want to do,
really.”

Another 22 Minutes anchor that has
crossed Wright’s path is Mark Critch. “I’ve
been fortunate enough to work a couple
of shows with Mark,” says Wright. “He’s
really, really funny. Insanely quick. And
has been kind enough to give me some
advice. I have a lot of respect for him.”
The province has a reputation for producing
funny people, and it’s equally well-known
for its live music scene. However, live
comedy in the city is bit more elusive.
Wright feels that is beginning to shift.
“It really feels like this is the start of
something when it comes to stand up
in St. John’s,” says Wright. “Everything
stems from the Yuk Yuk’s local night on
Wednesdays (there’s a growing number of
working professionals in the city) but there’s
great room on Thursdays now at Trapper
John’s, every second Tuesday at Bitters… I
think more and more stuff will be popping
up. I hope, at least.”
Along with the Just For Laughs show in
Montreal, Wright is currently in postproduction for two comedy short films
(Home Invasion with Emily Bridger and
Derek Seguin, and an untitled one starring
Greg Malone).

a while, to amuse those around them. The
one at the airport was decorated by
local artist Justin Fong.
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Excerpts from Popular,
Recent webposts
Read whole articles @ theovercast.ca

Plucked From The Web

We’ve got a brand new website as of June!
And we’re back to regular blogging alongside our monthly print issues.
Visit theovercast.ca for exclusive web stories, breaking news, event profiles,
videos, and more. And add us to your social media to get our news in your newsfeeds.
Facebook, Twitter & Instagram: Theovercastnl

ST. JOHN’S DEEMED A “FOOD SWAMP” BY EXPERTS By Terri Coles
“... But there’s another problem of food access that’s discussed far less often: food swamps. A food swamp is an area with an overabundance of highly processed, unhealthy foods overtaking the
healthy options that are available. And make no mistake, Newfoundland and Labrador is a food swamp. A recent event held at the Rocket Room, The Food In This Place, discussed what it means to
live in a food swamp and looked at how such an environment affects our ability to make healthy choices – while also presenting participants with solutions for improving our food environment. Put
on jointly between the Food Security Network NL, Eastern Health, and the Food Policy Lab at MUN, the workshop was an apt continuation of the growing provincial discussion around food security
and public health. The workshop’s leaders pointed out how an environment where we’re faced with unhealthy food choices at every turn makes it hard to make healthier decisions–and that’s exactly
what food manufacturers are betting on. ‘Food companies know this,’ Leia Minaker of the University of Waterloo said of our problems resisting poorer choices, ‘and they market things specifically
to where your weaknesses are and how to make you buy the things they want you to buy.’ Workshop participants saw this in action first-hand when the leaders, which also included Brian Cook of
Toronto Public Health and Catherine Mah of MUN’s Food Policy Lab, sent them out in groups to examine local food environments and report on their findings ...”

WHY I’LL WALK THE SLUTWALK By Chad Pelley
“... When people talk about a rape, it’s too common to hear utterances like, ‘But she was drinking, so who knows what really happened?! … but look what she was wearing, what an attention-seeking
slut! … but she’s promiscuous anyway, so what’s the difference!’ This is why 2014-2015 has been the year of discourse on consent: a drunk woman isn’t asking for anything but a night out with friends,
a scantily clad woman isn’t inviting you to tear her clothes off, and a promiscuous woman is sleeping with whomever she wants to sleep with, NOT WHOEVER WANTS TO SLEEP WITH HER. There
is a massive difference, and that difference is called rape. You never blame the victim. You blame the sexual predator. How ridiculous would it sound to say “Well, it’s sad that store was held up, but,
that clerk had it coming: look what he was wearing!” No one wants to be violated. No one should be. And it’s always 100% unacceptable. So that’s the purpose of Sunday’s Slut Walk demonstration: a
wakeup call. 1 in 2 women in Newfoundland & Labrador will experience some form of sexual violation in their life … but 90% of them will not report it to the police. Why? Because it’s hard enough to pull
yourself through such a violent violation without having to deal with statements like, ‘You were drunk, so how can you be sure he didn’t think it was consensual’ or ‘But you’ll ruin his career, and your
own, for being a troublemaker in the workplace.’ Another scary statistic: 95% of women will know their offender. It complicates the already emotionally and physically devastating place the victim is in.
And until we have a society that never judges a woman in any way for speaking out, only 1 in 10 women will. Which means less than 10% of rapists will go to jail ...”

EAST COAST TRAIL: NO TOPOGRAPHIC MAP OF THE FUTURE FOR A LOCAL TREASURE By Emily Deming
“... There are two important things to bring to any conversation about The East Coast Trail. First: Emotion. Connection, solace, adventure, beauty. Leaving your life of asphalt and giving your ankles
and your eyes and your skin real use. Just moving. Moving where there is space and a destination but no end game. Goals without ambition. Walking the East Coast Trail (ECT), you find yourself in
places so beautiful that you may forget to take a picture. A hike anticipated is blue and green and brown; a hike experienced is all of that plus red and yellow and purple and white and the golden
quality of light and the silver and cobalt of waves crashing ... ... Second: Numbers. Numbers of happy hikers (~15,000 annually). Numbers of dollars of revenue generated by visitors to this world
famous trail (3.5 million in tourism spending). Numbers of dollars it takes to build and maintain the trail annually (2.5 million). It takes 2.5 million dollars every year to keep this trail network in
shape and slowly growing. Which is reasonable given the positive impact on our province in terms of revenue (measurable) and health and psychological benefits (immeasurable). It just happens
to be a lot to lay hands on. Currently the vast majority of that money comes from the provincial government. And the majority of people think that the provincial government is doing right with this
funding. But the funding has come year to year and is not promised into the future ...”

HITCHEN IN THE KITCHEN: MEET ST. JOHN’S NEWEST FOOD TRUCK By Lauren Power
All summer long, Blue on Water is taking fresh and local on the road, when not parking it for business across from the old Allan’s Video on Elisabeth Avenue. The corner of Elizabeth Avenue and
Portugal Cove Road will be home base for Hitchen the Kitchen this summer. The menu is a mix of food truck comfort food standards and fresh options. They’re serving items like cod tacos with
homemade jalapeño sauce and slaw. The Smash Burger has got fresh ground beef from Halliday’s and bacon. They’ll also be serving up items like duck poutine, pulled pork mac and cheese, and
spicy shrimp with dirty rice. The truck will be open most days from 11 in the morning to 7 in the evening. “We’re hoping to catch the ‘going home’ traffic,” says operator Leslie Brake. “Any day it’s
nice weather, and we’re not booked somewhere else, we’ll be here.” They’re also available for bookings, in case you want them to swing by your office party or wedding reception late night.
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Underground Voices
stories from the sex trade in st. john’s by kerri cull

Mike’s story: A john talks about
what it’s like from his perspective
*THIS PIECE IS VERBATIM WITH PERMISSION FROM A LARGER INTERVIEW.

“I worked in South America in the eighties when I was in my twenties. Some older guys took
me to a club where all the girls were working. That first night I was offended by the whole
situation. After a few months I softened up and took my first girl home on my 25th birthday.
I paid for girls a few times after that including one amazing night in Amsterdam, but met my
wife and except for a lap dance here and there did nothing for 25 years. Due to family, and
a few health problems, sex life in my marriage completely dried up. I figured if I ended up
traveling for work I would likely try to get into an affair. I moved to St. John's a few years
ago and tried to meet people. I found a few things:
1.

Women my age in St. John's had been burned by an unfaithful husband
and had no interest in a married man.

2.

Younger girls did not care, were more attractive, but really weren't interested.

3.

Strippers do not judge and were very nice to whoever was spending money.

I was actually surprised, given my position, the places I visited, and all the news that there
were many working girls in St. John's, that after half a year I did not get propositioned
once. Finally a girl I ran into on the street propositioned me and I brought her to my apartment.
After that I found myself in the strip clubs more often and met a girl from the mainland who
eventually changed things. She did something new to me - she exchanged cell numbers with
me. Then she would text me when the club was slow or she was bored. She returned to her
home and a few months later my assignment ended. This is really where my life changed. I
got hold of her and we started seeing each other regularly for almost two years … While there
is sex and money, you can see that a lot of it is also about relationships, perhaps completely
screwed up, but still real.”
Kerri Cull is writing a book about the sex industry in St. John’s and she’s seeking people to tell
their stories. If you are/were a sex trade worker, you will get paid for your interview. Please
email kerrijanewriter@gmail.com for more information.

haircuts for
ladies & gents
194 Duckworth Street
763-9958
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Local Chef Roger Andrews Kills
“2nd Place Curse” by Winning The Food
Network TV Show, Chopped Canada
Roger Andrews owns Relish
Burgers, and is a culinary
instructor at the College
of the North Atlantic.
As of June, he’s also the
latest winner of The Food
Network’s highly competitive
TV show, Chopped Canada.
In a single episode, 4 chefs square off to make
the best dish in 3 consecutive rounds – an
appetizer, and entree, and a desert.
The trick is, seconds before starting each
round, they’re shown 3-5 ingredients they
HAVE TO use in their meal, and then they
must race against a clock to produce a dish
more dazzling than that of their opponents.
Each episode pits chefs from all across the
country against each other.
A panel of judges kick out one competitor
per round, based on what they’ve cooked up.
The food is judged on presentation, taste, and
creativity. Local chef Mark McCrowe (The Club,
Aqua) has won the show in the past. Roger is
now the second local chef to join the Chopped
Canada Winner ranks. By declaring he’s “always
the bridesmaid, never the bride” at the beginning
of the show, he set himself up as an underdog.
Though he did foreshadow his win
with a confident declaration, “This
time someone else can have second
place for a change. I’m here to win!”
Roger’s episode was a carnival
themed one. A theme no
chef was loving. His
competitors were Colin
Robin (from Yellow Door
Bistro in Calgary, Alberta),
Beth Hume (from Cold
Lake Steakhouse in Cold
Water, Alberta), Cameron
MacDonald (from Flour Mill

in Port Colbourne, Ontario) ... who is “very into
aliens and life in outer space, I believe!”
The opening round of this episode was one of
the toughest; competitors could use whatever
they wanted to create an appetizer, but it had
to include these four ingredients: root beer, a
blooming onion (which is a whole, deep-friend
onion), cooked ribs, and a waffle donut. All four
chefs looked rightfully panicked. The 20-minute
timer started ticking, and when all was said
and done, Roger’s “Rib Ragout with a root beer
cream reduction and waffle donut croutons” got
him through just fine – it looked delicious.
Round 2’s mystery ingredients were maple
fudge, soft pretzels, corn on the cob, and
chili fries. This time they got 30 minutes.
Andrews was quick to note the lack of
protein in the mystery ingredient pile, so like
a good east coaster would, he immediately
thought “lobster boil,” and went with a butter
poached lobster, with corn-maple succotash.
And nailed it. His competitors, not so much:
they lost track of time and lacked Roger’s
cool-calmness. He’s only real challenge in
the round was dealing with the fact Chef
Cameron “accidentally” spilled a pile of cream
onto his station, pots, pans ... and even his
shoes for that matter.
The dessert round? For even coming up with
something using these mystery ingredients,
Roger and the remaining contestant
deserved $10,000 a piece: they had to
conceive a dish using a watermelon
sno cone, popcorn, caramel apples, and
nachos & cheese.
You can watch this episode
any time on The Food
Network.ca. Congrats to
Roger. He’ll be spending
the $10,000 on a
downpayment on a new
car, to “get rid of the old
clunker.”
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Meet 2015’s NL
Environmental
Award Winners
The Newfoundland and
Labrador Environmental
Awards are an annual
celebration of environmental
achievements in our province,
and the people who make
them happen. This year’s
recipients were:
INDIVIDUAL:
BETHANY DOWNER
Bethany Downer founded “One Step Shoe
Recycling,” which not only helps the
environment, but also those in need of second
hand shoes. Her initial goal was to “collect
100 pairs of shoes and distribute them to
those less fortunate within her community,”
but the reach of her project has gone national:
she and her team have collected over 13,000
pairs of shoes – the equivalent of diverting
10,000 pounds of waste from landfills.

100 green activities in the 2014-15 school
year. Two Grade 9 students in particular,
Maura Balch and Jamil Kabir, have given
much time to their cause.
ORGANIZATION:
RESTORATION OF LABRADOR
EXPLORATION SITES (ROLES) PROJECT
Initiated by Altius Minerals in 2012, this
project aims to identify and restore abandoned
mineral exploration sites in Labrador. It has
removed hazardous material from 11 high
priority sites, eradicating more than 14,000
litres of diesel and gasoline, 260 fuel drums,
and 24 large propane cylinders.
MUNICIPALITY:
THE TOWN OF CARMANVILLE
HABITAT COMMITTEE
Carmanville recently updated an old habitat
stewardship agreement with the province,
in which they agreed to work together to
conserve valuable wetland and wildlife
habitat. This past year, the committee also
engaged in a project with Ducks Unlimited
Canada to place nesting shelters on the
offshore Penguin Islands. The wooden
shelters provide the time needed for chicks
to become more mature before they take to
the water, thus giving them a greater chance
for survival.

Dave Lane Can’t Stop
City councilor busy with new start-up
BY LAUREN POWER

funding, mentorship, and direction to

Dave Lane is everywhere.
City councillor, marketeer,
community leader and now
founder of a new startup, along with business
partner Josh Taylor.

entrepreneurs around Atlantic Canada,

Lane & Taylor are hoping to create

Hill, which is just a stone’s throw from City

business solutions while making the city
a little better at the same time. “A friend
of ours is a commercial property rater,
and through a series of calculations,
figures out what it would cost to sell it
or invest in a property.” Lane says that,
unlike residential properties, where recent
sales in the neighbourhood can give a
pretty good idea of the price, the sale of
commercial buildings can create havoc
for individuals.“Our friend was finding that
people who don’t sell property very often,

YOUTH:
BRENDAN KELLY
Combining his passion for conservation with
his passion for wildlife photography, Brendan
has built and installed more than 80 wooden
nest boxes and platform houses for birds like
ducks, boreal owls, tree swallows, northern
flickers, and goldeneyes. These boxes
provide nesting habitat for wildlife, where
suitable habitat is scarce (often because
of human developments in the area). He
recently partnered with the Department of
Natural Resources to place boxes throughout
Labrador. Brendan has also helped with
wetland clean ups in collaboration with
Newfoundland Waterfowlers.
SCHOOL:
MACDONALD DRIVE JUNIOR HIGH
Via its Green Team, Macdonald Drive Junior
High has transformed their school into an
eco-friendly learning environment through a
constant variety of projects, from promoting
eco-friendly Halloween costumes to wastefree lunches. The team met their goal of

BUSINESS:
NEWFOUNDLAND POWER INC.
“Newfoundland Power Inc. aims to operate in
an environmentally responsible manner and
support projects that enhance green spaces
in communities. Their staff-driven, annual
“EnviroFest” is nearing 20 years in operation,
and offers hands-on support to initiatives that
encourage positive environmental action. The
company has partnered with more than 300
community groups and schools, to complete
approximately 85 environmental projects.
As of 2014, Newfoundland Power invites
community groups to submit proposals for
grants towards environmentally friendly
projects. Six community environmental
improvement projects totalling $25,000 have
been selected for 2015.
LIFETIME ACHIEVEMENT:
ROBERT SCHMIEDENDORF:
This Flatrock town councillor is well known
for his environmental commitments, and is
responsible for establishing an environmental
committee within the town. Schmiedendorf

Road. The program, Propel ICT, provides

they go to sell it, and they don’t know how
to find a price, so they make it up or they
call him. If they call him, it takes a month
or two or three, and it costs thousands
of dollars. What we’re going to do is help
people price commercial property with

having launched 75 companies in the
past decade.
With his growing collection of job titles,
Lane is an impressive study in getting
things done. He credits the city itself for
making it possible.“My office is on Bates
Hall, and then I can go up a set of stairs and
I’m at Common Ground. And all along the
way, I’m bumping into people. I’m able to
pop in for a quick coffee, and I’m able to set
up connections.”
While Lane is taking advantage of the dense
downtown area, he wants to move forward
in a way that does that for more people.
“We need to focus on ideas that aren’t just
[increasing] density, but doing density right,”
says Lane. “Our economic forecasts are
uncertain — the price of oil goes down, and
who knows what could happen. That’s why
startups are so crucial. That’s what’s going
to help us build
a diverse and
sustainable

confidence,” says Lane.

economy. To

Lane will be taking care of the marketing

that and to be

side of things, along with his firm, Dc
Design House. One of their challenges will
be coming up with a name for the currently
nameless enterprise.

be a part of
an advocate
for that is
particularly
rewarding.”
ILLUSTRATION: PEGGY TAYLOR
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The startup is part of an accelerator
program that’s based out of Common
Ground, the co-working space on Harvey

played an important role in the signing of the
Municipal Habitat Stewardship Agreement
between the Town of Flatrock and the
Provincial Government to protect wetlands.

Because of his hard work and dedication, the
town has preserved bodies of water, marsh
areas, and is able to showcase its natural
beauty more effectively.
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Gerry Rogers

The Overcast is
Hiring: Wanted
1 Ad Wrangler
We're looking for someone to
keep an eye out for upcoming
events, ad campaigns, and
businesses that would benefit
from placing an ad in our awardwinning paper ... and someone
charming enough to convince
them they should indeed buy an
ad with us. Pay is 15% commission
on any ads you personally book.
You’ll make between $0 and
$2,000 a month, depending on
how good you are at this job.
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We’re listening

THE ST. JOHN’S INTERNATIONAL WOMEN’S FILM FESTIVAL’S 5TH ANNUAL

Film Lover’s

LOTTERY

BUY A TICKET AND SUPPORT THE RBC MJ AWARD.
YOU COULD WIN AN ADVENTURE CANADA
GREENLAND AND WILD LABRADOR CRUISE!
TICKETS $20 EACH

OTHER PRIZES INCLUDE:
an iPad provided by
Optimized Risk & Insurance LTD
a one-night stay at the
Fishers’ Loft in Port Rexton
and a BBQ for 10 at
Mallard Cottage

709-729-2638 / gerryrogers@gov.nl.ca

SEND JOB APPLICATIONS TO
ADS@THEOVERCAST.CA BY
AUGUST JULY 31ST.

Gerry Rogers MHA St. John’s Centre

WWW.WOMENSFILMFESTIVAL.COM

GerryRogersMHA
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St. John’s Joins Suzuki’s Blue Dot Movement

"What’s more
important than the right
to breathe fresh air, drink
clean water, and eat
healthy food?”
– David Suzuki

A MAN WITH A PLAN

earth, the only planet we know of that can

relies on a snowball effect, but a plausible one,

listen to us, and protect us. Not rule us, ignore

For as long as any of us can remember, David

sustain human life. According to Blue Dot’s

and one that ends in all levels of government

us, and systematically destroy our country in the

Suzuki has been the Canadian poster boy

website, 110 nations worldwide recognize

recognizing fresh air, clean water, and healthy

name of economy building.

for environmental and social activism. For

that clean air and water, and healthy food, are

food as basic human rights.

his devotion to his cause, he’s been granted

basic human rights. Canada is not one of these

numerous awards and honours, both in Canada

nations. And that’s what the Blue Dot Movement

As the Blue Dot website puts it, “When 7 of 10

protecting the people and places we love, and

and on an international scale.

is aiming to change, one city at a time.

provinces, and more than 50% of the Canadian

standing up for our health and wellbeing, as it is

population has recognized our right to a healthy

about protecting the environment. After all, all the

environment, we turn toward the ultimate goal:

oil and un-gutted mines in the world won’t save

amending the Canadian Charter of Rights and

us from an earth ravaged by the consequences

In 2005, a public CBC poll named him the fifth

The overall game plan is this:

most important Canadian EVER, and he was

The Blue Dot Movement is as much about

the only one in that top 5 to be still alive, so,

Neighbourhoods band together to demand

Freedoms” to declare our right to clean air, fresh

of climate change, soil degradation, and

according to Canadians across the country,

change in their city’s environmental practices.

water, and healthy food. This would be the final

contaminated water supplies. FYI: Only 2% of the

Suzuki is the most important living Canadian.

step for us, and for the planet, and for Suzuki’s

earth’s surface is drinkable water. Two percent!

This most certainly makes him someone we

These cities then come together to demand

long and hard battle to protect our nation’s

Instead of safeguarding it, we’re fracking it,

ought to listen to. And the rest of the world,

change in their province’s environmental

environment.

shaking their heads at what Harper is doing to

legislation.

our country, would agree. David recently finished

If it is constitutionalized that we Canadians have

his final cross-country tour, and it included a stop

These provinces then come together to demand

the right to healthy air, water, and food, then

here in St. John’s last fall. It was to promote his

change in our nation’s charter of rights.

industry and government would have to prove

last hurrah: The Blue Dot Movement.

that a development will not harm our country’s
It’s a game plan that will test the notion

environment in any way that would harm us. If

WHAT IS THE BLUE DOT MOVEMENT?

one person – one neighbour from each

government or industry breach this right of ours,

The “blue dot” referred to in The Suzuki

neighbourhood, or one mayor in enough

we have the right to take them to court. After all,

Foundations’ Blue Dot Movement is planet

municipalities – really can make a difference. It

government is supposed to represent us, and

Did You Know?
The Harper Government loosened food
regulations to allow way more chemical
residues, including harsh pesticides, on
your food. Even worse, Harper thinks
it’s fine to let corporate food producers
conduct their own safety inspections.

Cover Story
wasting it, and contaminating
it into oblivion. And when our
primary-aged kids look us in
the eye, confused, and ask,
“but why would we do this if
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“Should a few old
white men who don’t
understand the
ramifications of their
actions decide the
fate of our country,
or should we all
have a say?”

we need water?,” our answers
never suffice. Two percent,
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counterproductive to building
a stable economy and energy
supply for the future. One day,
we won’t have oil, why not
start moving away from it now,
considering our obsession with it is

destroying the planet. Did you know we

people. Experts predict the next world war will be

burn 85 million barrels of oil a day. That’s three

over fresh water.

billion, five hundred and seventy million gallons
of oil. A Day.

ST. JOHN’S JOINS THE MOVEMENT
In June, St. John’s became the first Atlantic

Meanwhile, solar technology has come a long

Canadian city to proclaim its residents have

way in recent years, and science has proven

a right to a healthy environment. In doing so,

solar energy could easily power the world. It’s

we’ve joined the ranks of 60-something other

why France just built the biggest solar power

Canadian municipalities in getting behind

operation in Europe, and in 2014, more than half

Suzuki’s final hurrah.

of Germany’s energy needs were met by solar
technologies. Recent research declares that
by covering only 0.2% of the earth’s surface

governments to enshrine the people’s right

in PV cells. And people are getting innovative

to a healthy environment in Canada’s Charter

about where to find space for solar plants: In

of Human Rights. But while it’s a terrific first

The Netherlands, their bicycle lanes are also

gesture on the city’s behalf, it’s meaningless

solar panels that contribute to its power grid.

without action. As city employee Scott Morton

The European Environmental Agency has

Ninomiya said at a council meeting, the creation

also confirmed that wind energy alone would

of an environmental action plan for St. John’s

generate sufficient energy for Europe without

should be an immediate next course of action.

any problems.

One “with specific targets and timelines.” Words

PE

healthy environment in Canada’s constitution.

If this all sounds a little granola to you, it

Our country is part of a very small, shrinking

shouldn’t. Despite claiming to value our natural

minority of nations not to have done so already.”
GETTING BACK TO HEALTHIER FOOD

issues. In fact, the government scientists our

A big part of this movement is also about getting

tax dollars pay for recently made international

back to healthier food. Canadians have a fixation

news for protesting the fact Harper is muzzling

on how cheap their food is, to the point that

them from sharing their findings about climate

we’ve grown unconcerned with its freshness,

change and other environmental issues with

quality, or even safety, and we’re therefore

media and the public. It’s like something out of a

oblivious to its often horrendous origins.

movie. And it’s changing international opinion of

Where other cultures have daily markets and

our country.

streets lined with butchers, delis, and bakeries
... we have giant box stores full of packaged,

For Canada, a big part of embracing this

preserved food whose genesis was more

movement will be embracing a country not

concerned with maximizing profit from sales,

so reliant upon oil for both its economy and

than retaining quality and nutritional value.

its energy supply. The funny thing is our fear

Eating fresh, healthy, locally derived food should

shouldn’t be abandoning oil, but rather relying

also be part of this movement. (And hey, it’ll also

on it so much: oil is a non-renewable resource

lower the carbon footprint of your food – why

– one day it’ll all be gone – the light bulbs

cart in quinoa from South America, if we could

should be going off that our reliance on oil is

grow it right here in Newfoundland?)

July 4 @ Jack Byrne Arena
July 18 @ The Glacier
$10 in advance / $15 at the door
709rollerderby.com
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A Birthday
Lunch Turns
into Tragedy

Hal, as they
competed
for her

Joan Clark, like
Munro and Urqhart, is
a past winner of the
prestigious Marian Engel
Award, which recognizes
the merit of a Canadian
author’s body of
work.

attention. The
competition has only grown
worse since the three of them moved

Books

Up in Canada:
Darren Greer Deserving of Big Win
at the Atlantic Book Awards
REVIEW BY CHAD PELLEY

into a large house together in Sussex,
New Brunswick. On Lily’s 58th birthday,

Kerri Cull Reviews
Joan Clark’s Latest
Novel, The Birthday
Lunch
Between the months of
March and July, I celebrate
ten birthdays: husband,
mom, nephew, niece, and
a bunch of friends all
celebrate in the spring
and early summer.
Most celebrations include planning a
meal, giving gifts, marking something
on your calendar so you don’t forget that
someone you love is blessed enough to
get another year. Most of the time these
celebrations are joyous and mark a day to
appreciate your life thus far or turn over
a new leaf to look forward to something
better. The last thing you think about
when considering someone’s birthday
is that they could die on that day. That’s
exactly what happens in The Birthday
Lunch, Joan Clark’s latest novel.
I’m not giving anything
away by saying that. It
happens in the first fifty
pages and it’s a part of the
back cover blurb. The book
is about “free-spirited Lily”
who has “always played
the peacemaker between
her fierce, doting sister,
Laverne, and her own
loving, garrulous husband,

a steamy day in late June, Laverne
feels she has bested Hal by winning her
sister’s company for a gourmet lunch,
but it becomes a bitter and short-lived
victory when the day’s events take an
unexpected and tragic turn.”
What follows is a story about family
politics, place and home, quiet but deeprooted conflict and rivalry based around
the tragic death of the one person that
keeps the family together. It’s one week
in the life of a family facing a tragic loss,
and explores the various ways people
confront death: with apology, blame,
guilt, accusation, and regret. When you
turn the last page you feel the effects
of that confrontation. Clark's writing is
sneaky like that – you feel like you’re
looking in on this family and experiencing
their mourning from a distance until the
very end when you feel the weight of that

Darren Greer has been silent
since his 2004 novel, Still Life
with June – an innovative,
fabulous novel that earned
him plenty of awards and
praise.
But this June, his follow-up novel, 10 years
later, won him the $20,000 Thomas Head
Raddall Award for the “best fiction out of
Atlantic Canada this year.”
It’s called Just Beneath My Skin, and its slick,
highly readable style makes the book easy
to read and easy to like, as it propels readers
through a gripping story told in short chapters
that encourage binge reading. The narrative is
split nearly chapter for chapter between Jake
and his son Nathan; circumstance has kept a
distance between them that neither of them
wants there.

mourning within you without really being
able to pin down why.
Having read a number of Joan Clark’s
books – she’s authored 16 and was
inducted into the Order of Canada in
2010 – I was not surprised to find that I
thoroughly loved this story. Her writing
is quintessentially
Canadian and is up
there with the likes of
Margaret Laurence,
Margaret Atwood, and
Timothy Findley. She’s
a living legend, one of
Atlantic Canada’s many
talented and celebrated
authors, and a staple
in Newfoundland
Literature.

At the core of the novel is a dangerous smalltown hardcase named Johnny Lang. Jake, like
everyone, is scared of Johnny but acts friendly
to stay on his good side. We learn immediately
how quickly people can fall from Johnny's good
graces (he killed his own father), and we learn
Jake is a new man, fresh back in town, in a good
place. Maybe Johnny -- capable of anything -will wanna knock him down a peg.
The heart of the novel is the clear bond
established between Jake and his son Nathan,
who just want the best for each other but
can't, in that town, have it. Will they get out
of there together, or is all the foreshadowing
that something sinister is going to happen on
Jake's trip home going to come to fruition?
And if so, what is this impending fate? Those
questions are precisely how Greer keeps his
readers on the hook, and tugs them along.
Greer has a gift for crafting believable and

unique
characters:
the novel
excels in
delivering
its
characters
just as they
need to be delivered for us to root for Jake and
be convinced of Johnny’s capability to commit
violent crimes. Also, the fact Jake is not
entirely a saint makes him a more unique hero
for a novel.
The title – Just Beneath the Skin – presents
itself as a multifaceted metaphor for the
potential laying in all of us, that can so easily be
stunted by circumstance, like who our mother is
and where we’re raised. The son , Nathan, loves
the fact his middle name is Alexander, after
Alexander the Great. He imagines that potential
in him -- wedged between his first and last
names, the way he imagines a bit of his idolized
father in him "just beneath my skin."
Our hometowns make us. Or they break us
down and hold us down. Or they hold us in
place. And few novels explore, portray, and
ponder this so well. Greer's approach is to
tackle not the character of place, but the
people of a place. By going chapter for chapter
of the dad and the boy, we see what their small
town, and their familial circumstances, are
doing to this father and son duo.
There is a slight lull in momentum for about
20 pages in part II of the book – a series
of seemingly random reflections from its
narrators – but they add nuance and breathing
room in setting up the ending of this solid
pageturner, and what a fast-paced suspenseful
ending it is: the last ten chapters are taut
paragraph-length breathtakers tying it all
together in a cinematic conclusion that'll last
with you well into the next book you start. It
comes fast, hard, and shocking as a gunshot.

Books
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THIS MONTH’S PIECE OF CREATIVE WRITING

Things that are slightly
better than a burrito
BY ALEY WATERMAN

The sound of your best friend’s
voice calling your name in an
airport when you didn’t realize
they would be meeting you.
Not the second or third or 40th but the first hour
of a music festival, when you are still hydrated,
still willing to stand upright for music, pre
leg cramps, pre hangover, pre getting hit
in the face by someone’s moshing carefree
Blundstone-clad foot.
Summer golden hour when the sun casts
those sweet golden rays over half of
everything, their other halves dramatically
shadowed, and everything looks like a really
great Instagram picture.
When your funky aunt gets Instagram and
toaster filters pictures of her flowers and toaster
filters every fucking thing and gives it that stupid
white washed boarder and her life looks like an
episode of Radio Free Roscoe and you get to,
for a moment, vicariously relive those innocent
early instagram moments of wonder.
That moment when you ask yourself what
people did before google maps and then
you realize that the answer is actual maps

and this interests you so you get into
cartography and spend time actually looking
at where things are and realize that this
interest/ability will probably help you actually
remember where things are and you maybe
wont need to use google maps next time when
trying to get from point a to point b which you
now realize are stupidly close together and
easy to navigate and so when you walk to point
b you realize all the cool little cracks in the
pavement and delicate budding forget-menots and dog shit that you otherwise would
have stepped on along the way.
The moment you recognize a beginning.
The moment when you find a chorus.
The moment when you find an ending.
The moment that needs nothing.
Not putting all of your positive energy into
the vacation you’re about to go on, which is
like turning a burrito into a split between a
waterpark and a soothsayer therapist who can
fix all of your problems and then being unfairly
disappointed when it’s still a burrito.
Not falling in love, which is like eating 50

O’BRIEN’S
M U S I C I N C.

SEE US FOR INSTRUMENT SET-UP & REPAIRS
278 Water Street • 726-7264 • obriens.ca

amazing burritos until you realize that
someone has secretly put tiny shards of glass
in the 51st and you wonder about the
other burritos and whether you are
slowly bleeding to death internally,
and even if you’re not you start
chewing slowly from then on out,
forgetting how to devour.
Not blackout drunk hookups from
sketchy George street dance clubs, where
you think you are going to bed with a
burrito and wake up next to a cold pizza
pocket or a wanted criminal or a troubled
husband and father of three who pretends
that neither of you can hear his phone ringing
repeatedly.
The first time you realize that you can fix your
bike without anyone else’s help, which makes
you realize that there are lots of things you
could probably fix by yourself, including the
toilet and the dishwasher, and that there are
youtube videos to help and once you learn how
to fix something you basically know for life how
to do it and don’t need to get your quiet uncle to
begrudgingly drive to your house and spend the
day working away as you stand helplessly idle.
Sleeping for fifteen more minutes is
exactly like a burrito.
Showing a song that blows your mind to
someone whose mind it also blows is very
similar to eating a burrito.
The first plant that you own for over a month –
besides a cactus because they’re usually super
low maintenance – that not only withstands
your bare-minimal life support and neglect
and evil cat torture and not only stays alive but
grows a little bit.
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Whoever made the decision to dye the water in
that public swimming pool in Vancouver pink
for a full month with dye that won’t stain your
skin, and then light the pool from below.
Having an unexpected orgasm while being
fucked from behind by a cute boy who likes you
but not too much and who you can probably eat
pizza with later and you’re not so into him that
you get nervous but into him enough that you’d
like to see him again and maybe have more
pizza and sex but you won’t feel confused or
wait for him to text you or lose any of yourself
and you maintain the wherewithal for quick
witty repartees when you talk to him in passing
but can also choose not to talk to him that day
and that’s fine too.
Lucid dreams that you can turn into sex dreams
with dead celebrity crushes at their prime.
Not befriending someone who you just
befriend so that you can constantly talk about
yourself in a self-indulgent and cathartic way
and not listen to, which is more like asking
someone to sit still and watch you eat a burrito
over and over again forever.
Not obsessively waiting hours for a text from
your crush who is ambivalent about you, which
is like centering your entire day around eating
a burrito to the point that once you get it you’re
so nauseated that you can barely eat it yet as
soon as it’s over you start weeping pleadingly
for the next one.
Not lying to someone who you like so that he/
she will like you, which is like going for burritos
with someone and saying you’re not allergic to
them when you actually are allergic, and it all
goes swimmingly for a while until your throat
closes off and you are found out and suddenly
there is nothing that you can say that they will
hear anymore.
Roof beers.
2 burritos.

Aley Waterman is a little girl who resides in the
bustling metropolis of downtown St. John's
with her affectionate cats gus and Margot. She
is spending 2015 completing an MA in English,
working on an album with her band GALA, and
weeding her backyard. Her interests are not
limited to but do include burritos
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How To Waste Your
Life on the Web
PART 4 OF 12 BY LAUREN POWER

ONLINE THEREMIN

A Year Long
Series on Ways
to Waste Time
Online

femurdesign.com/theremin
This site provides you with a touch-friendly audio synthesizer, where sounds are generated
just as they would be on a real theremin, allowing you to kick out those authentic sci-fi
jams. A real theremin is not physically touched by the player. Instead, the area around the
two metal antennae is manipulated to create the required sound. The site operates in a
similar way. Though the theremin was originally the product of Soviet-sponsored research
into proximity sensors, the theremin is now mostly associated with avant-garde music
and films like The Day The Earth Stood Still (1951) and Forbidden Planet (1956), which
linked the visual of UFOs and catwomen of the moon with the instrument’s eerie electronic
trills.“It’s the most famous oddball instrument,” says Andrew Staniland, assistant professor
at Memorial’s School of Music and expert in electronic instruments, who is currently
starting a new commission with The Brooklyn Art Song Society. “Through the 20th century,
we’ve mass produced literally hundreds and thousands of new instruments like it, but have
you ever heard of the electronic sackbut? The theremin, for whatever reason, has gained an
amazing toehold. I mean, the Beach Boys used it.”

YOU ARE LISTENING TO
youarelistening.to/
If you’re struggling to find the right mix of white noise and background blather to
accompany you on your workday or cosmic journey, this site might provide the right “you
got chocolate in my peanut butter” mix. Tune in (and tune out) to ambient music paired with
police band chatter from international cities, from Montreal to Saint Petersburg, including
St. John’s City Police & Fire. You can even eavesdrop on NASA or the air traffic controllers at
LAX. It’s soothing, spacy, and totally unobtrusive. Perfect background noise.

RUNPEE
runpee.com
Say you’re watching the earthshakingly great ‘Mad Max: Fury Road,’ and you don’t want to
miss an instant of the insanity, but you don’t want to miss out on partaking in a pre-movie
120 oz jug of beer at Fog City. Wouldn’t it be nice if you knew beforehand exactly which
scenes you could duck out on, instead of risking missing a vital plot point or a deluxe action
sequence? By checking RunPee before the lights go down, you’ll know when it’s your cue to
hit the head. For example, RunPee lets you know that when you hear Max (Tom Hardy) ask,
"What is this?" and the woman replies, "It's mother's milk,” you have exactly four minutes
to make it to the bathroom and back. Alternatively, you can use the app to give you a quick
buzz when it’s time to go. The RunPee app also tells you what happens during the break, so
you don’t bug anybody upon your return. Glorious! “The idea for the RunPee app came after
watching Peter Jackson's three hour long remake of King Kong,” says app developer Dan
Florio, who watches the 150+ movies a year that are added to the database. “By the end of
the movie, I needed to pee so bad I couldn't enjoy the movie and just wanted it to be over.”

THE MOTHERLOAD
VICKI MURPHY

WITH

In Love With
My In-Laws
You know two of the things
I love most about my
husband? His jiggleberries.
Just kidding. HIS PARENTS.
It’s unusual, I know. Most people hate their
in-laws. Hating your in-laws is as universal
as hating root canals, autocorrect, and
Nickelback. I guess when you swoop into
someone else’s nest and make off with one
of their flock, it can ruffle a few feathers. The
new bird is always strange, and the nest is
always cuckoo. (Sorry, everyone hates bird
analogies too.) Personally, this lucky duck
wouldn’t know much about it because I hit the
jackpot in the in-law department.
I have friends who detest their “outlaws.”
When they tell me about the latest assault on
their parenting or housekeeping methods,
I say “Why, I never!” Then my sympathy
switches to gratitude for my own good fortune
and I shout, “Sucks to be you! My in-laws are
fantastic!” Then they throw rocks at me.
I wasn’t sure how I felt about anything five
years ago when Dad died. I wondered how
any of it – having kids, getting published –
would matter when he wasn’t here to see
it. But it seems the void loss creates can be
occupied by other good things if you let it. I
broke the rules and filled in the dad-shaped
space – with someone else’s father.
When I met Wayne Murphy more than a
decade ago, one of the first things I noticed
about him was his eyebrows – thick, black,
severe looking, like an angry Muppet’s.
But I quickly discovered those brows were
actually wooly canopies shielding the world’s
brightest smile from the elements. If this guy
was a Muppet, he was Tickle-Me-Elmo.
When we visit, Wayne is out in the driveway
before I’ve shut off the engine – to carry
his baby granddaughter in from the car. He
plays with Rae so much, I can scarcely get

my hands on her
when we’re there. His
sandwich sits there,
uneaten, because
he’s too busy playing
peekaboo. Sometimes
he’s so moved by her
funny faces and sweet
babble, tears well up in his eyes. He says,
“She’s so cute, it hurts.”
Wayne and I also share a special bond, one
largely based on naughty jokes – a sentiment
I’ve generously brought into the family, to my
husband’s amusement and horror (mostly
horror).
I feel bad sometimes because I get to enjoy him
more than most of his own crowd. And when I
say crowd, I mean CROWD. Wayne and Rosena
have seven children and ten grandchildren. But
only two and four of them, respectively, live
here in the province. Work and commitments
keep the others away, but their hearts are home
in Mount Pearl, where they used to pile into the
car to go for a drive and fight for the coveted
spot in the front seat between their folks, where
breathing was possible.
A couple years back, I made Wayne a Father’s
Day card that read: “My dad is dead but I
reckon you’re a pretty good substitute.” (My
humour can be dark.) Nobody can replace my
father. Jim Combden was something else and
I’ll think of him every day for as long as I live.
But I won’t spend so much time remembering
him that I forget to see the souls still above
the sod. Apparently recognition doesn’t
matter much to anyone once they’re tits-up.
The world is full of love that goes unspoken.
My dad would be glad. He was grateful that I was
a part of the humble Murphy brood, where the
kettle is always on for me, where I still speak of
him often. He knew I was in good hands, with
the family I had and the one I had married into. Of
course, blood is thicker and all that. But I’ve told
Wayne and Rosena: if things don’t work out with
Andrew and I – he’s out, I’m in.
This August I’ll be helping my father-in-law
celebrate his 70th birthday. The next day, I’ll
be celebrating my father’s memory at the
6th annual Jimmy Golf Tournament for the
Gander Cancer Clinic.
motherfumbler.ca
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Bill C-51 Is an
Assault on
Canadian Liberties,
and an Orwellian
Nightmare
BY CHAD PELLEY

Since September 11th,
2001, North American
governments have learned
to shout “anti-terrorism”
any time they want the
masses to back a war, bill,
or rampage. Hence June’s
passing of Bill C-51 in
Canada.
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In June, Nova Scotia Liberal candidate
David MacLeod quit his run over Bill C-51.
"I served in the Canadian military for
twenty-seven years to protect the rights
and freedoms of Canadians,” he told media,
“When they came up with C-51, I couldn't
live with it.” He was particularly displeased
with language suggesting that anything
which adversely affects economic stability
should be illegal now. “I mean, the weather
affects economic stability — what are you
going to do, charge the weather?"

Flowers on Rock, Part II:
Locally Sprung Bouquets
from Home. BY EMILY DEMING
Summer has sprung with
green. But what about

Bill C-51 will also increase the powers

fuschia? goldenrod?

of Canada’s spy agency CSIS. CSIS

periwinkle?

is supposed to OBSERVE, ie, collect
intelligence by spying, and relay that
information to politicians who then
make informed, group decisions on the
intelligence. Thanks to Bill C-51, instead
of observing us, CSIS can now act on
their own intelligence as if officers of
the law – there are even circumstances

With a relatively small community growing
“cut” flowers, the nascent locaflore
movement still learns from some trial
and error what will grow well and sell
well given our sometimes frigid Junes,
occasionally sere Julys, and frequently
soggy Augusts.

and loopholes in which they don’t need a
Bill C-51 gives police the power to detain
terror SUSPECTS without trial, and ban
the “promotion of terrorism.” Why is that a
problem? Because vaguely worded statements
like “terror suspects” and “promotion of
terrorism” are loose uses of language that
could include university kids protesting about a
bill like this. Which democracy ought to allow.
Let’s not forget that protests are what gave
women the right to vote, and freed African
Americans from slavery.
Environmental and Aboriginal groups alike
are already, and validly expressing concerns
about how quickly their demonstrations
will be considered terrorist activity. Their
lawyers agree. Bill C-51 could easily evolve
into just what every right-wing politician
has been dreaming of: a way to call leftwing protests an act of terrorism. It could
make an article like this one, that calls
Harper the most internationally despised
prime minister in Canadian history, illegal
for being “promotion of terrorism” and
jeopardizing national security.
Several former prime ministers released
a joint statement against this bill, for how
contrary it is to Canadian ideals. And when
Justin Trudeau surprisingly backed it, many
Liberal supporters cut their membership
cards in half in disgust at their party leader.

warrant now to kick your door in and seize

Local small scale farmers have had

you. They are the “Big Brother” Orwell

varying successes year to year with cut

spoke of in his novel, 1984. A book anyone

flowers. Seed to Spoon has had more

who backs this bill ought to read, for a

success some years than others, says

glimpse at the slippery slope we’re on.

Sarah Crocker, with an introductory year
in 2011 using a “mixed seed” making

Bill C-51 is also a violation of our privacy. It

bouquets with whatever surprises

will allow government to share information

arose. This year they are geminating

about us among approximately 20 federal

physalis, zinnias, craspedia, scabiosa,

institutions. Daniel Therrien, the Canadian

and hollyhocks. Jeremy Carter of Nagels

privacy commissioner, has expressed his

Hill Agri-Products focuses on specific

concerns on the matter, calling this loss

cultivars that last well: Oriental lilies,

of privacy “clearly excessive.”Amnesty

Zinnias, ornamental grasses, Dahlias,

International has also expressed themselves

and field flowers: asters, snapdragons,

about this horrible Bill. “It is not clear why

calendula, sunflowers, delphiniums. This

[Bill C-51] is necessary when threatening,

year he is re-vamping his greenhouse

counseling, or conspiring to commit terrorist

of hybrid tea roses to allow for the use

activities are already offences.” They went

of a tractor through the rows, making it

on to say that human rights such as liberty,

more cost effective to maintain. These

privacy, and freedom of expression are

flowers are grown without herbicides

jeopardized by the powers granted to CSIS.

or pesticides, which some people prefer
when decorating a dinner table. With

Stephen Harper conceived the bill,

table bouquets in mind, Jeremy figured

Liberal leader Justin Trudeau backed it,

out how to grow his dahlias in the middle

but NDP leader Thomas Mulcair is so

of a large tilled plot to keep earwigs

outraged he has vowed to repeal the bill

from ever infesting the flowers. These

if elected prime minister in the fall. So,

gorgeous earwig-free dahlias and other

a vote for NDP in the next election is a

blooms from local growers can be found

vote to abolish the bill. A bill that is a

throughout the summer at the St John’s

violation of the Universal Declaration of

Farmer’s Market.

Human Rights.
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Challenging any large scale local
cut flower industry is still the pound
for pound cheapness and reliability
of imports. For example, Holland
Nurseries has growing annual and
perennial decorative potted plants down
to a science, but with all their years
of expertise locally and their rows of
productive green houses, their floral
design department still imports their cut
flowers. If you need certain flowers for a
certain date, locally grown can be difficult
as a field of sunflowers just may not
bloom on time for a wedding given the
vagaries of our weather.
While these challenges may be obvious,
the locaflore advantages are interesting.
You cannot talk about flowers without
thinking about bees. Newfoundland
has, so far, been spared from most of
the global devastation facing honey bee
colonies. More flowers grown locally
may mean more succour, untreated with
neonicotinoids, for our pollinators. These
pesticides are argued to be one of a number
of factors adding to the complex decline
of world wide bee (and other pollinator)
populations. Other advantages include a
potential high economic yield on a small
acreage. Flowers can also be grown and
harvested without worry about the lead
levels of our downtown soil. Finally there is
the largely untapped frontier of indoor floral
operations. The availability of LED lighting
has made this much more energy and cost
effective. Lilysmith (709-727-2880), fun by
Felicity Roberts, has taken advantage of
LED lighting and is now a budding niche
wholesaler of fragrant oriental hybrid lilies
and calla lilies.
In conclusion I will address the elephant in
the room: cucumber flowers are actually
quite pretty.
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HORRIBLE
HOROSCOPES
ARIES (MAR. 21 – APR. 19)
A comet crashed into the earth forever ago,
and because of that, there are a few flecks
of weird space dust in the city’s water supply.
Unfortunately, they’re going to make their way
into your glass of water this month, giving you a
painful, chronic disease no doctor will ever be able
to diagnose, because how could they know you’ve
ingested weird space dust?
TAURUS (APR. 20 – MAY 20)
It’s July, it’s heating up out there, sure. But you
don’t want to roll your car windows down this
month, Taurses. It’s in the cards that a crow will
accidentally glide on in, wreaking panic and havoc
that ends well for no one.

townie

word

Vending machines have killed more
humans than sharks have.
Wolly mammoths were still around
when Egyptians built their pyramids,
that’s how old the pyramids are.
We’re not so different from bananas:
50% of their DNA is identical to ours.

CANCER (JUNE 22 – JULY 22)
ACROSS
Uh oh. Your car stereo – or the car stereo of a Across
2.
According to the NLC, Newfoundlanders
friend or family member – is going to eject a CD2.atAccording to the
NLC, Newfoundlanders can't get
can't get enough of this kind of rum
you like a ninja star. You’ll just be sitting there at a
enough of this kind of rum
red light, then WHACK.
3. If you didn't veer right to get to Cape Spear,
3. If you didn't veer
right
to Cape
Spear, you'd end
you'd
endtoupget
in this
tiny community
LEO (JULY 23 – AUG. 22)
up in this tiny6.community
Last month, a CBS man crashed one of
Leo’s symbol might be a lion, but the only thing
these man
in his backyard
crashed one of these in his
roaring in your life this month will be a flaming,6. Last month, a CBS
7. In Newfoundland, this word means
backyard
irritated case of ....
"to scratch; usually with a fingernail."
7. In Newfoundland, this word means "to scratch; usually
VIRGO (AUG. 23 – SEPT. 22)
Oh, those of you born between August 25th andwith a fingernail."
September 10th are in double jeopardy! Combine
the fates of Geminis and Pisces.

SAGITTARIUS (NOV. 22 – DEC. 21)
Be wary of wasp nests this month. A swarm of
wasps will inevitably come charging at you at
some point, but if you’re on your toes, maybe
you’ll escape the worst of it.
CAPRICORN (DEC. 22 – JAN. 19)
You’re just better off not knowing what’s about to
happen to you. That way you can enjoy the first
2 weeks of July before being ABSOLUTELY AND
PERMANENTLY DEVASTATED.
AQUARIUS (JAN. 20 – FEB. 18)
Ah, water sign, quencher of both thirst and fire.
Thirst anyway. You’ll find out shortly just how
defenceless you are against fire.
PISCES (FEB. 19 – MAR. 20)
You'll certainly be the 3rd local shopper to
find a black widow spider on your produce.
Yes, they're venomous.

The Sagrada Familia church in
Barcelona has taken longer to build
DOWN Down
than the Egyptian pyramids, and it’s
1. Name of the river in Manuels, known for
1. Name of the river in Manuels, known for its fossils and
its fossils and scenic walk
still being built.
scenic walk
3.
4.
5.

The NL Folk Festival will make its grand
Thepark
NL inFolk
Festival will make its grand return to this
return 3.
to this
August
Extensive scientific research believes
park
in August
What was
mined
in massive quantities 		
that it rains diamonds on both Saturn
from Bell
Island (2
words)?
4. What
was
mined in massive quantities from Bell Island
and Jupiter.
Popular(2pizzeria
across from
words)?
Bannerman Park

5. Popular pizzeria across from Bannerman Park
Want to feel old? Will Smith is now
older than Uncle Phil was at the
beginning of The Fresh Prince of Bel
Air; Home Alone was in theatres
closer to the date of the first moon
landing than today’s date.

Music at
Harbourside

Lunchtime Concert Series
Harbourside Park on Water Street
Every Friday from July 3 to Sept. 18 at 12:30 p.m.
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Scheduled Performers
July 3
July 10
July 17
July 24
July 31
Aug. 7
Aug. 14

Baytown
Kat McLevey
Brianna Gosse
The Secrets
Mick Davis and Thin Love
Jimmy Thomson Quintet
Ian Foster

Aug. 21

Fergus O’Byrne and Jim Payne

Aug. 28

Hear/Say

Sept. 4

Denis Parker and
The Modern Saints

Sept. 11
Sept. 18

Ouroboros
The Freels

online at
www.stjohns.ca

The day you turn 32 is the day you’ve
been alive for 1 billion seconds.
The Lochness Monster is a tourism
draw worth millions of euros to
Scotland each year.
If you could fold a piece of paper 40
times, it’d be taller than any building
on earth.
You have more bacteria in your body
than you do human cells.
Night vision goggles are green
because the human eye can
distinguish more shades of green than
any other colour.
Every time you drink a glass of water,
there is a better-than 99% chance
a molecule in the glass has been in
contact with a dinosaur.

Search: CityofStJohns

ACROSS: 2.) Lambs 3.) Blackhead 6.) Helicopter 7.) Scrawb DOWN: 1.) Manuels 3.) Bannerman 4.) Iron Ore 5.) Venice

SCORPIO (OCT. 24 – NOV. 21)
That sweet, noble Scorpio tendency will flare up
in you this month. And you’ll charitably purchase
a glass of lemonade from a sweet lil kid from a
sidewalk stand. Little do you know he/she is a
pissed off brat, taking out their frustration that
Mom won’t buy them an iPhone 6, so they’ve
pissed in a jug of lemonade they’re selling to get
back at the unjust world.

The little dot above a lower
case “i” is called a tittle.

PSSST!
ANSWERS
BELOW

GEMINI (MAY 21 – JUNE 21)
You can “tick” being bitten by a tick off your list of
fears. They’re on the island now, many carry lyme
disease, and your doctor will soon be explaining
what lyme disease entails for you very shortly. We’re
talking everything from limb pain to memory loss.

LIBRA (SEPT. 23 – OCT. 23)
Poor Libra, you’ll just be walking along this month,
when unbeknownst to you, a carload of skeets
fleeing an armed robbery is going to slam right
into you.

And Now
You Know

Cross

J U LY 2 0 1 5

/ THE OVERCAST /

T H E PLANTAT ION

CRAFT STUDIOS
- QU I DI V I DI V I LLAgE-

WORKSHOP SERIES

Come see Newfoundland’s finest emerging artisans at work and
take home handmade one of a kind textiles, jewellery, woodcut
prints, apparel, weaving, ceramics and more. Minutes from
downtown St. John’s in the heart of Quidi Vidi Village.

COME. SEE. SHOP.
QVVPlantatiOn.COM

Root Down To Rise Up
with

Ashley Babb

EXPLORE FEARLESSNESS IN A PLAYFUL EXPLORATION

ARE YOU A 20-45
YEAR OLD MAN?
Willing to participate in a study
of relationships and parenting?

THROUGH AN ARRAY OF ARM BALANCES + INVERSIONS

LEAD AS A VINYASA FLOW CLASS, FLOAT YOUR FEET
OFF THE GROUND USING UPPER BODY+MIDLINE STRENGTH

LET THE BREATH LIFT YOU UP TO GAIN CONFIDENCE ON AND OFF THE MAT
MYSJ
SUNDAY. JULY. 26 // 4PM - 5:30PM 25$ 10 % FORVIP MEMBERS
OFF

study includes

• Questionnaires • Blood samples
• Interaction with baby doll/partner

VISIT: MOKSHAYOGASTJOHNS.COM FOR ADDITIONAL INFO ALL LEVELS WELCOME

Study includes two sessions, a week apart,
that are available 9 a to 1p daily at
Memorial Univeristy.

contact

Hayley Alloway, Investigator
709-769-0898, h.alloway@mun.ca
Cognitive and Behavioral Ecology Programme

ST. JOHN’S
223-233 DUCKWORTH STREET | 709.753.0206 | Follow Us On
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by Brendan Kelso

